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THE EDITOR'S PREFACE.
THIS volume is issued by the Government of New South Wales,
as a record of the language of native tribes that are rapidly dis.
appearing from the coasts of BasteI'll Australia. Presentation
copies will be sent to the chief learned societies at home and
abroad. The indigenes of the Sydney district are gone long ago,
and some of the inland tribes are represented now only by a few
families of wanderers. In all New South \Vales, there are only
five thousand full-blood blacks; only four or five hundred in
Victoria; and in Tasmania the native race became e~tinct 1ll

1876. They have decayed and are decaying in spite of the
fostering care of our Colonial Governments. .

A considerable portion of this volume consists of 1\fr. Threl.
keld'sacquisitions in the dialect which I have called the Awabakal,
from Awaba, the native name for Lake Macquarie-his sphere of
labour. But we have now come to know that· this dialect was.
essentially the same as that spoken by the sub-tribes occupying
the land where Sydney now stands, and that they all formed
parts of one great tribe, the Kuriggai.

In an Appendix I have collected se,eral Grammars and
Vocabularies as a contribution to a comparative knowledge of
the dialects. The map and other illustrations are new, and were
prepared for this work.

The Gospel by St. Luke herein is now of no practical value,
except to a linguist; but it is unique, and it shows the structural
system of the language.

JOHN" FRASER.
Sydney,

May, 1892.
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1. MAP OF NEW SOUTH WALES AS OCCUPIED BY THE NATIVE

TRIBES Frontispiece

This map is the issue of ten years' thought and inquiry on the location
of our nati\'e tribes; nothing of the kind has been attempted before. The
basis of the whole is the boundaries of the Kamalarai tribe, which were
marked out for me by a friend who knew the tribe well fifty years ago; his
information I have tested and extended by answers I got from others, who
also knew the tribe about that time. The Walarai dialect differs only a
little from the Kamalarai proper; so also the ViaiIwun, spoken by the
Ngaiamba blacks; for this reason, and because th~y have the classification
of the Kamalarai, these are regarded as only subdivisions of the great Ka-
malarai tribe. The Walarai dialect extends into Queensland. .

The next great tribe is the Knringgai on the sea coast. Their' taurai'
(hunting ground or territory)~is known to extend north to the Macleay
River, and I found that southwards it reached the Hawkesbury. Then,
by examining the n:mains of the language of the natives about Syclney and
southwards, and by other tests, I assured myself that the country there
about was occupied by sub·tribes of the Kurringgai.

In a similar manner, I determined the territory of the Murrinjari on the
south-east coast.

The boundaries of the 'Viradhari tribe have long been known. Probably
they did not extend quite to the Mqrray, but that river is their natural
limit on the south.

From 1foulamein westwards, as shown on the map, or from a line drawn
from the Murrumbiclgee to the:Murray somewhat farther east tban that,
and on both sides of the Murray, there is a patch of associated tribes whose
dialects are called Yerry-yerry, Marrawarra, YUyll, Tataty, \Vatty-watty,
&c., all from the local words for' no.' Their position in fragments there is
curious, and may be the result of some displacement from above by the in
coming of stronger tribes, such as the Wiradhari.

The Bakanji is another strong tribe whose locality is well defined on the
east by the \Viradhari. A sub·tribe of it is the Berriait, bordering on the
Lachlan River and the \Viradhari frontier. A small portion of the north
west of New South \Vales and much more of the adjoining telTitory in
Queensland and South Australia has a tribe which some call the Kornu,
but I am not sure that that is the correct name for it.

The boundaries of the Paikalyung tribe were given me by the Rev. H.
Livingstone, who knows it well. Its territory runs along the coast up

. nearly to Brisbane.
The next tribe (I ha\'e ealled it 'CVachigari) has its 'taurai' limited by

the Paikalyung on the north and the Kuringgai on the south.
The Yakkajari speak the Pikambal dialect, and extend across our border

some distance into Queensiand.
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This is the intelligent aboriginal who was so useful to Mr. Threlkeld.
The illustration is reproduced from the pencil s'ketch which was made by
Mr. Agate.

3. PORTRAIT OF "OLD MARGARET"-an 'Awabakalin,' or
woman of the Lake Macquarie sub-tribe ... Page 196

, Old Margaret ' is the last survivor of the Awabakal. She is now living
in her slab-hut on a piece of land near Lake Macquarie Heads, and supports
herself by her own industry. She had the advantage of early trainIng in
an English home in the district; she is respectable and respected.

Her features, as compared with those of other natives, show how much
the type varies; and yet she is an Australian of pure origin. She was born
at Waiong, near the Hawkesbury River, and is now about 65 years of age.

4. BUNTlMAI-'.A. MESSENGER' ... Page 212

This blackfellow is evidently on an errand which requires despatch.
The 'possum cloak, the hair, and the general cast of the figure are true to
nature, but the calves of the legs are stouter than usual.

The New England tribe, the Ynnggai, has caused me much perplexity.
There are scarcely any blacks of that territory now surviving; but the
tribal language is quite different in its words from those around it ; I also
know for certain that the table-land of New England did not b~ either
to the Kamalarai or the "Talarai. I have, therefore, called this tribe the
Yung-gai, from Yung-the name which the coast tribes give to. New
England.

The Ngarego tribe belongs rather to Victoria than to New South Wales.

Of these tribes, the Kamalarai, Walarai, Ngaiamba, Bakanji, vViradhari,
the Associated Tribes, the Ngarego, the Kuringgai, are names alreadyestab
lished and in nse; and most of them are formed from the local word for
'no,' and thus describe more the speech than the people. The names,
Mnrrinjari, Wachigari, Paikalyung, Yakkajari, I have made; for these
tribes have no general name for themselves. vVachi-gari and Yakka-jari
are legitimate formations from the local words for' no'; Murrin-jari and
Paikal-yung mean the' men,' which also is the meaniug of the native
tribe-name Kuringgai-aU from their distinctive tribal-words for' man.
Tribes of aborigines, in many parts of the world, call themselves' the men.

2. PORTRAIT OF BIRABAN ... Page 88

INTRODUCTION.

1. THE GRAMMARS.
No large effort has yet been made to master the difficulties that
pr~ent t.hemselves in the study of the comparative grammar of
the Australian languages. The only thing in this direction, that
is known to me, is a paper on the" Position of the Australian Lan
guages, by W. H. J. Bleek, Esq., Ph.D.," published in 1871. Dr.
Bleek was a philologist who, in 1858, assisted in cataloguing the
l.ibrary of His Excellency Sir Geo. Grey, K.C.B., then Go>ernor
of Cape Colony. Twenty years previously, Sir George (then
Captain Grey), as leader of an expedition into the interior of 0 ur
continent, had excellent opportunities of seeing the nati,e tribes
in their original condition; and the knowledge thus- gained was
enlarged by him and matured, while he was Governor of South
Australia. The records of the knowledge of so intelligent an
observer as Sir George Grey are sure to be valuable. These
records arc now in the South African Public Library, Cape Town,
having been presented to that Library by him, along with his col
lection of books and other mannscripts. .

The catalogue of Sir George Grey's Library was published by
Triibner & Co., London, and Dr. Bleek devotes a portion of the
second volume to the philology of the Australianlanguages.*

The earliest of individual efforts to deal with any single lan
guage of the Australian group was made by the Rev. L. E.
Threlkeld, who, for many years, was engaged as a missionary
among the blacks of the Lake Macquarie district, near Newcastle,
New South Wales. His Grammar of thpir language was printed
in Sydney in 1834, at the" Herald Office, Lower George Street."
.A. few years previously, Mr. Threlkeld had translated the Gospel
by St. Luke into the same language. This translation remained
in manuscript and had disappeared; recently I discovered that
it still exists, and is now in the Public Library of Auckland. This~

" Grammar" and the" Key" and the" Gospel," and some smaller
fruits of Mr. Threlkeld's labours on that language, are now pub
lished in a collected form in the present volume. But Threlkeld's
Grammar deals with only one dialect, and, for the purposes of
comparative grammar, more languages than one are required.

* Throughout this Introduction I say "languages," although, in fact, there
is but one Australian language with many dialects; I also use the word
" language" instead of dialect, wherever the meaning is clear.
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In iooking about for another Grammar, I remembered that Mr.
Horatio Hale, the philologist of the United States' Exploring Ex
pedition, hac1, in his volume on the Ethnography ::md Philology
of the Expedition*, made a short synop~is of two of our dialects.
When in this colony, he got access to the Rev. 'Villiam 'Natson,
then missionary to the aborigines at ""\Vellington Valley," who
drew up for him "an account of the most important peculiarities
of the \Viraduri language, modelled as nearly as possible on
the Grammar of Mr. Threlkeld, for the purpose of comparison."
Further search disclosed the fact that, as early as 1835, a
Dictionary and a Grammar had been prepared there, and the
Gospel by St. Luke had been translated. How valuable these
materials would now be, to illustrate the Awabakal of Lake
Macquarie! but Mr. Watson had no relatives in this colony, and
on his death his mannscripts were sold as waste paper; so I am
told. Fortunately, the late Archdeacon Giinther, of Mudgee,
wrote a Grammar of the 'Viradhari and collected a copious
V ocltbulary about the year 1838. The Vocabulary I found to be
in the hltnds of his son, the present Archdeacon of Camden, and
it is here published, along with a short introductory Grammar
which forms part of the manuscript Vocabulary. A longer
Grammar was, many years ago, sent to the home country, and
I fear that it cannot now be recovered.

The next labourers iu the field of Australian grammar were the
Lutheran Missionaries, Messrs. Teichelmann (E. G.) and Schiir
mann (C. VV.) In 1840 they published a "Grammar, Vocabulary,
and Phrase-book" ofthe aboriginallangnage ofihe _~delaidetribe.

Then, in 1856, appeared the primer, "Gurre Kamilaroi," by the
l{ev. VV. Ridley. Mr. Ridley, who was a man of rare devotedness
and self-denial, went amon~ the aborigines of Liverpool Plains and
shared the privations of their wandering life, in order that he
might learn their lauguage, and so be able to tell them the message
of the. Gospel. In 1866 (2nd edition, 1875), our Government
Printing Office issued his book on the" Karnilaroi, Dippil, and
Turrubullanguages."

A Grammar of some of the dialects spoken in South Australia
is contained in Taplin's "Folk Lore," which was published in
1879. This Grammar is given here in a condensed form.

n. MR. THRELKF.LD.

Lancelot Edward Threlkeld, the pioneer in the field of Aus
tralian language, died in Sydney on the morning of the 10th
October, It>59, having on the previous day preached twice in his
own church-the church of the Bethel Union there.

* See pp. 4i9-53l of .. United States' Exploring Expedition during the
years 1838--42, under the command of Charles Wilkes, U.S.N.-Vol. Vr.,
Ethnography and Ethnology; By Horatio Hale, p,hilologist of the Expedi
tion. Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard. 1846.'

Mr. Threlkeld's birthplace was Hatherleigh, in Devon, but the
family belonged originally to the county of Cumberland, and there
to the village of Threlkeld, which either had its name from them
or gave its name to them. In" Bm'ke's Peerage,"· we read of
Threlkeld of Threlkeld in the time of Edward I. That family
became extinct in the male line in the reign of Edward IV, but
the name was continued through a younger branch, Threlkeld of
Melmerly, in the same county. .

A romantic story from the V'vT ars of the Roses connects itself
with a Sir Lancelot Threlkeld by his marriage with the widow of
Lord Clifford. Clifford had much power in Yorkshire, where
his estates were, but, although related to the Hou:;e of York, he
was a keen supporter of the Lancastrians, and with IJis own hand
he killed the youngest son of the Duke of York in cold blood after
the battle of Sandal, in revenge for an injury he had received
The sanguinary conduct of Lord Clifford on this occasion is com
memorated by our poet, Drayton, in his' Polyolbion,"in the lines
beginning :-

" \Vhere York himself before his castle gate, .
Mangled with wounds, on his own earth lay dead,
Upon whose body Clifford down him sate,
Stabbing the corpse, and, cutting off his bead,
Crowned it with paper, and, to wreak his teene,
Presents it SQ to his victorious Queene."

Three months after this, Clifford was himself shot through with
an arrow in the battle of Towton, and the Yorkists, being now
victorious, stripped the Clifford family of all their estates and •

. possessions; this happened in the year 1470. The heir to Lord
Clifford's name- and fame was It little boy then six years old. His
mother feared that the House of York would seek to avenge on
him the murder of their own boy, the young Earl of Rutland;
she had now no powerful friends to protect her and her son, and
she knew that her movements were watched; in these circulD
stances she resolved, for. safety, to commit her boy to the care of
her faithful retainers, and have him brought up as a shepherd on
his own estates: Meanwhile, the report was spread that he had
been sent.to Holland and had died there. When he had reached
the age of twelve years, his widowed mother married Sir Lancelot
Threlkeld. This was a fortunate thing for the lad, for it led
to his removal from the neighbourhood of his 'own hoine to places
of greater security among the mountains of Cumberland; and his
new father, being entrusted with the secret, faithfully assisted in
watching over the life of the orphan heir. To avert suspicion, it
was still found necessary to continue his disguise; but, although
he was thus left without education, and could neither read nor
write till happier days had come, yet the culture of his race showed
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itself in his natural intelligence and his personal demeanour. He
grew up a tall and Imndsome youtb, with tbe features and com
manding mien of bis grandfather, who had been much loved
and regretted. Wbile still living in obscurity as a shepherd, be
gained such a knowledge of astronomy as made him a wonder to
many in later years, and his gentle manners so sbone through
rustic attire tbat he secured the affection of a lady of rank, well
known at that time as the "nut-brown maid "-the daughter of
Sir .Tobn St. .Tohn; her he married. When the "Wars of tbe
Roses" were ended by the accession of Henry VII., and peace was
again come, the young Lord Cliflbrd, now 32 years of age, asserted
his right to the Londesborough estates, and, on petition to the
King, was restored to his title and his lands. Tbe men of the time
called him the" Shepherd Earl." In addition to Londesborougb,
the place of his birth, be was owner of Brougbam and Skipt~n,
but he usually resided near Bolton, and there, after many years,
he died, and was buried in the choir of the Abbey. His son was
created Earl of Cumberland; and a grandson was a naval com
mander in Elizabeth's reign.' In 1742 the heiress of the Cliffords
married an ancestor of the present Duke of Devonshire, and with
her the estates in Yorkshire passed over to that family.

This incident has only a remote connection with the Threlkeld
family, but I have given it here as an interesting glimpse into the
private history of noble families in those troublous times.

Our author was born in 1788 at the village of Hatherleigh,
and, while still a boy, he experienced deep religious convictions
lmder the mini'ltry of tbe vicar of the parish. . This ultimately led
to his offering himself to the London Missionary Society for work
in the foreign field, and so, after several years of instruction and
training at Gosport under 1\11'. Bogue, he was ordained, along with
Mr. Ellis, on the 8th November, 1815, and appointed to labour at
Rat-aUla, in the ' Society' group of the South Seas. Towards the
end of that month he embarked in a government vessel, tbe
"Atlas," which was about to proceed to Sydney. At Rio de
.Taneiro, his wife fell ill, and for nearly a year he had to remain there,
all the while acting as the first Protestant minister whom the
English residents at Rio ever had. On 22nd...Tanuary, 181';', he
sailed again, along with Messrs. .Tohn Williams, Darling, Bourne,
and PJatt, ·all bound for missionary work in the islands of the
South Seas.

After a short stay at Hobart, they reached Sydney on the 11th
May, 1817, and Mr. Threlkeld proceeded to Raiatea soon after.
The death of his wife led him to return to Sydney in 1824.
Next year, the London Missionary Society established a mission
to our native blacks at Lake Macquarie under the care of
Threlkeld, and there, with assistance subsequently from the

Government of the Colony of New South Wales, the mission
was maintained till December 31, 1841, when the number
of the natives there had so declined that it hac1 to be
abandoned. It was during those seventeen years of labour tbat
Mr. Thre1keld acquired so much experience in ~he use of the
native dialect of the tribe, that he was enabled to prepare the
works which form the bulk of this volume. The year 1842 and
the surrounding years were a time of terrible commercial distress
in the colony, and, when the mission station was abandoned, Mr.
Threlkeld lost all his property there. But, in 1815, he was
appointed minister of the Mariners' Church, Sydney, and in that
office he continued till his death. By his first wife he had one
son and three daughters; by his second wife-a daughter of Dr.
Arndell, the Colonial surgeon of the time-he had two sons and
three daughters. Those of his children who still survive occupy
honourable positions in this colony.

The following is believed to be a complete list of Mr. Threlkeld's
labours in the dialect which I have called the' Awabakal' :-
1827.-" Specimens of the Aboriginal Language"; printed then.

1829.-First draft. of the Translation of the Gospel by St. Luke.
1832.-Translation of Prayers for Morning and :E~ening Service

from the Ritual of the Church of England; these were selec~ed

by Archdeacon Broughton.
1834.-" The Australian Grammar" published. Mr. Threlkeld's

memoranda show that at the beginning of this year the follow
ing subjects were occupying his attention :-

1. Specimens of the Language.
2. The Australian Grammar.
3. The Gospel by St. Luke, under revisal.

5. The Gospel by St. Mark, in preparation. The first rough
translation was completed in 1837.

5. The Gospel by St. Matthew, just commenced.
6. The instruction of t~o native youths in writing and read

ing their own language.
7. Reading lessons selected from the Old Testament.
8. An Australian Spelling Book.

1836.-" The Spelling Book" printed.
1850.-" The Key to the Aboriginal Language" published..

1859.-At the time of his death he was engaged in completing
the translation of the four Gospels; and was proceeding with
the" Lexicon tq the Gospel by St. Luke." Thus our author's
life closed in the midst of 'labours many.'
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In. INFLUEJIOCES AFFECTING THE LAJIOGu.A.GE.

The position of our Australian dialects in their relation to the
great families of language has not yet been determined. That
task demands leisure, labour, and skill. A collection of carefully
prepared Grammars and Vocabularies would make the task much
easier; but where are these to be had? With the exception of
those that I have named, I know of none. Australian Vocabu
l'tries have been collected in abundance, but, for tbe most part,
these are quite useless to the philologist; they consist of dialect
names for native customs and weapons, for the birds of the air,
the beasts of the field, and the trees of the forest. All this is
mistaken labour which yields no fruit. What we want is to get
from each dialect a sufficient number of words expressing the
ideas essential to a language, in the form of substantive, adjec
ti\'e or verb, and a sufficient number of simple sentencE's; this
would enable the philologist to ascertain what is the structure of
its grammar and its vocables. -

The Australian languages are subject to a principle of change
which it is worth our pains to consider here. The native tribes
name their children from any ordinary occurrence, which may
have taken place at the birth or soon after it. For instance, if
a kangaroo-rat were seen to run into a hollow log at that time,
the child would be named by some modification of the word for
kangaroo-rat. At a iater perIod of the boy's life, that name might
be changed for another, taken from some trivial circumstance in his
experience; just as our own boys get by-names at school. When
a man or woman dies, his family and the other members of the
tribe, as far as possible, never mention his name -l),gain. and dis
continue the use of those ordinary words which formed part of
his Dame; other worus are substituted for those common ones,
and become permanently established in the daily language of the
clan or sub-tribe to which the deceased belonged.* In this way
-new words arise to designate those familiar objects, the previoU::s
names for which have been cast aside; and these new words are
formed regularly from other root-words, that describe probably
another quality inherent in the thing in question. Let me illus
trate this matter by examples. A man 01' a woman may get a
name from some peculiar physical feature, such as a large mouth,
or chin, or head; or a name taken from an animal or tree, or
any similar object, animate or inanimate, which had some relation
to his birth. A Tasmanian woman was called Ramanalu,' little
gull,' because a gull flew by at the time of the child's birth.
_Hter her death, the word rama would never be used again for
'a gull '; a new name for' gull' would be invented, formed, it

* It is possible that the discarded word resumes its place in the languagE.'
after a while; this point I have not ascertained; at all events, the adopted
word remains.

may be, from a root-word meaning' white,' because of the white
ness of the bird. This new word would be used by all the
kindred and acquaintances of the deceased, and would ere 10nO"
establish itself in the language of that portion of the tribe as th~
right name for' gull.' Again, a boy of the DungoO' tribe of
blacks. in our own colony, was receiving instruction frgm the old
~en of the tribe; he was required to make.a spear, and was sent
mto the bush to select a suitable piece of wood; he cut off and
brought to them a piece of the' cockspur' tree; this choice was
so absurd, that forthwith his instructors dubbed him Bo bin
kat, and that was his name ever after. 1Vhen he died the
word bo bin would disappear, and some other nallle be f~und
for the cockspur tree. And the operation of this principle is not
?01lfined to Australia; it is fonnd also in Polynesia; but there
It has respect to the living, not the dead. High chiefs there
are regarded as so exalted personages, that common people inust
not make use of any portion of their names in ordinary talk,
for fear of giving o:ffence. If, for example, a chief's name con
tains the word pe:a,.' bat,' the tribe,calls the 'bat,' not p.e'a, but
manu-o-Ie-Iagl, bird of the sky. In languages whIch are
not subject to these influences, the derivation of such a word is
usually very plain; the Latin vespertilio, 'bat,' for instance,
bears.its origin on its very face; but if a philologist, not knowing
the hIstory of the word m anu-o-Ie-Ia gi, were to find it to mean
a 'bat' in a Polynesian tongue, he would be puzzled to.explain
how It is that a creature so peculiar as the' bat,' should have
been named by a word having so indefinite a meaning as the' bird
of the sky.' AllY one who may hav'e had the curiositv to look
into lists of names for common things in Australian vocabularies,
must have been surprised to see how diverse are these names
in the various tribes, but your wonder ceases to be wonder when
the cause is known. In fact, we do find that among conter"
minous tribes, and even in the sub-sections of the same tribe, these
words vary greatly; for the presence of death from time to time
in the encampments kept np a frequent lapse of words.

To show how much a n~tive language may be effected by this
cause of change, I quote here a few sentences from 'Taplin, who,
for many years, was in daily contact with the black natives of
South Australia. In his Vocabulary he says :-

"Therto, 'head'; obsolete on account of death. Koninto," stomach ';
obsolete on account of death. l\Iuna,' hand'; not used on account of
the d~th of a native of that name. 'Vhen anyone dies, named after
anythmg, the name of t\at thing is at once changed. For instance, the
name for' water' was changecl nine times in about five years on accoant of

. the death of eight men who bore the name of 'water.' The reason of this
is. t.hat the. name of .the ~erarted is. never .mentioned because of a super
stitiOUS notiOn that hIS SpirIt would Immediately appear, if mentioned in
any way."

[n]
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It may possibly be asked why our bl~ckfel~o\Vshad so stron.g a
disinclination to mention the name of a frIend who had dIed.
We ourselves have a feeling of the same kind. vVe speak of Gur
friend as 'the deceased,' 'the departed,' 'him who has gone'; and
if we must mention his name, we apologise for it by saying' poor'
~Ir. So-and-so, and seem afraid to use the simple word' de.ad.'
But our indigenes have a strongerre~son ~haIl; that. Th~y behe,:e
that the spirit of a man, especially If he IS kIl~e~ by vIOle~ce,.ls
excessively uncomfortable after death, and mahcIOus, and III ~ts
fretfulnes's ready to take offence at anything, and so pour out Its
wrath on the livinO'. Even the mention of the dead man's name'
would offend ana" brinO' vengeance on them in the night time.
Our blacks s~em also to have the idea that the deceased, for a
certain number of days after death, has not yet g?t ~is sp~ritual
body, which slowly grows upon him, a~d tha~, whIle III thIS un
developed state, he is like a child, and "IS specially querulous and
vengefu1.

IV. TESTS IN EX.UfINING LA.NGUA.GES.

I now proceed to show some results wh~ch may be. obtained
even from our Australian words, by comparmg them ,,?th others
elsewhere. It is agreed among philologists, that tbere I~ no surer
test of the affinity of different languages than that whICh comes
through the identificati?~of their pr.onouns, numer~ls*, and, to a
less extent, their prepOSItions. To thIS I would add, 111 our present
inquiry, the identity of suc~ common words as 'eye, foot, hand,
tire sun moon' and the lIke; for these words cannot have
bee~ us:d much in the names of individuals, .and ar~ therefore
not likely to have suff.ered from H:J.e fluctuations whICh I have
already explained. It IS true that, III all bnguages, the pronouns
and the numerals are subject to abrasion and decay, from the
frequency and rapidity with which they are pronounced, all;d from
a natural tendency everywhere ~o shorten t~e w~rds whICh are
most in use. But it is the functIOn of the phIlologIst, not only to
understand these causes of decay, but to sbow the :rroce.s~ by
which the words fell away, and to restore them to thel1' ongIllal
forms for the purpose of identification.

It is agreed, then, that the numerals, the pronouns, a1?-d, to
some extent, the prepositions, are a strong test of the a:ffin~ty of
languages. On this principle, such langua~esas th~ Sans~rIt, the
Greek, the Latin, the German and GOthIC, the LIt~uaman, the
Keltic, have been tested and proved .to be so much akm that they
are grouped as a well-defined famIly of language~-t?e Aryan.
Some anthropologists, especially when they are not.hngUlst~them
selves, sneer at the labours of philology as deceptive and hable to

" Bopp says that the lowest numerals can never be introduced into any
country by foreigners.

serious error; so are all sciences, if not managed with care and
ability. A student in chemical analysis and synthesis may get
results which are clearly erroneous; instead of declaring the pre
scribed methods to be faulty or his materials to be bad, he ought
to blame only his own want of skill in manipulation. As to the
utility of philoll2.gy, I would only remark that it was by the study
of languages t~he place of Sanskrit (and consequently of the
Hindu race) was determined in its relation to the other members
of the family I have named, and it was' philology alone that
settled the claim of the Keltic, and consequently of the Kelts, to be
regarded as one of the most ancient members of the Aryan family.
In the case of the cuneiform inscriptions, the services which
philology has rendered are inestimable. And it is quite possible
that, amid the conflicting opinions as to the origin of our
Australian race, the via prima salutis, the first dawn of a s~re

daylight, may in the future arise from a careful examination of
their language.

As is well known, the Australian numeral system is very limited
in its range; our natives say 'one,' 'two' ; sometimes' three' ;
occasionally' hand' for' five'; all else is' many,' 'a great number.'
It was alleged by Sir John Lubbock, and has since been repeated
by everybody, that their hav.ing separate words only for' one' and
'two' is' a proof that Australians possess very limited mental
powers, since they cannot count higherthau 'two.' Every colonist,
who has been much in contact with the blacks, can adduce proofs
to show that their mental powers are not so limited, and that,
when our indigenes are taken out of their adverse' environment
and encouraged to cultivate their intellectual faculties, they
readily develope a decided capacity for improvement. A friend
of mine, fifty yeats ago, taught two young black boys to play
chess; they soon acquired a liking for the game, and learned
to play "ith caution and skill, and even with success. If it
were possible to surround the blacks with favourable influences
continued from generation to generation, I have no doubt that
their whole position would be altered; but any final separation
from their ancestral habits would lead to theIr speedy extinction
as a race; this was the issue that was rapidly approaching after
the last remnants of the Tasmanians were removed to FEnders'
Island. But, for many hundreds of years, no one can tell how
many, the Australian race has lived in the midst of adverse
surroundings, tribe warring against tribe, each tribe restricted
to its own boundaries, the supply of food in our precarious
climate often scanty, the paralysing terror produced by their
strong belief in the supernatural power of demons and of their
own wizards, the ravages of waves of disease and death sweeping
over them from time to time;' all these and other causes com-

. pelled them to think only of their daily subsistence and the
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preservation of their lives, fixed and deepened their degradation,
and prevented even the possibility of amelioration and elevation.
The natives of the South Sea islands, whose lot has been a fairer
one, have had many yams and cocoa-nuts and bananas and other
things to count, and so have developed a wide system of
numbers; but our poor blackfellows, whose only personal
property is a few spears or so, have not felt it necessary to speak
of more than' one,' , two,' or 'three' objects at once. Then, as
to the linguistic question on which Sir John Lubbock builds his
charge, I think it could be shown that even the Aryan system of
numbers-the most highly developed system of any-is founded
on the words for' one,' 'two,' 'three,' and no more, all the res~

being combinations of these by addition or by multiplication.
Further, the Aryans have singular and dual forms for nouns and
pronouns, that is, they have number-forms for' one' and' two,'
but all the rest beyond that is included in the general name of
plural, that is 'more'; indeed the Sl\nskrit uses its word for
, four' in a general way to mean a considerable number, exactly
as to our blackfellows all else beyond two or three is bula,
'many.' For these reasons I think that this charge against our
blackfellows ought to be laid on better ground than that afforded
by their numerals.

Y. THE AUSTRA.LIAN NUMERALS.

1£ Bopp's dictum is well founded, the numerals' one,' 'two,'
'three,' when tested, may tell ns something about the origin of
our Australian blacks. I, therefore, now proceed to examine
these numerals. And here I may be permitted to say that I aloue
am responsible for the arguments drawn from the evidence pro
duced in this inquiry. So far as I know, these arguments have
never been advanced previously; indeed, I am convinced that
no one has ever discussed these numerals before, for it is com
monly alleged that it is impossible to give any account of them.

1. The Numeral 'One.'
(a.) Of the words for' one,' I take np first that which is least

~ommon,pir, 'one:' It is used in the Walarai country (see map).
It must be an old and genuine word, for I know that, in another
dialect, the word piri walmeans 'chief,' and piI' seems to me to
bear the same relation to piriwal that the Latin prim us,
, first,' bears to p ri n cep s, ' chief,' , first,' or the Latin preposi
tion pro, ' before,' to proceres, 'chiefs,' or our English word
'first' to the German fiirst, 'a prince.' In fact, I regard pro
and pir as the same word originally.

Now, do not mistake me here; for I do not assert that the
languages spoken by our Australians are uterine brothers to the
Latin and the Greek; but I do assert that all languages have

one common, although ancient, origin, and th~t, in the essential
words of these languages, there are proofs of that common origin.
PiI', then, as allied to pro, means the number which comes
, before' all others in the row, the one that comes' first.' The
Latin primus is for p ri-i mus (if. Sk. P ra-thamas, 'first '), in
which the root..pri, not unlike piI', is the same as the Latin pro
and prae. I~e Aryan family, the nearest approach to the
Australian piI' is the Lithuanian pir-mas, 'first,' and pir-m (a
preposition), 'before'; other remote kiosmen are the Greek
pro-to s, 'first,' prn-tanis, 'a prince,' 'a president' (if. piriw al),
prin, ' before'; the Gothic fr u-ma, 'first '; the Aryan prefixes
pra, fra, pro, pru, prae, pre, and fore as in our English
'fore-ordain.' The Keltic languages drop the initial p or f,
and say 1'0, ru, air, ari, to mean' before.' In the :Malay region
ar-ung is a 'chief,' and in Polynesia ari-ki is 'a chief,' which
the Samoans change into ali'i; these words, I would say, come
from eastern forms corresponding to the Keltic 1'0, air, 'before.'
In Samoan i 1noma means" in front,' and in Malay de-al u-wan ;
these are like ru; in Aneityum, a Papuan island of the New
Hebrides, a' chief' is called natimi arid, where natimi means
'man,' and arid is 'high,' 'exalted,' doubtless from the same
root as ariki; and arid is to ariki as the Latin procerus,
'tall,' to proceres, 'chiefs.' From the abraded from ru I take
the New Britain* word 1ua (Samoan 1ua'i), , first.'

In the Dravidian languages of India, from which quarter, as I
suppose, our Australian languages have come, tbere is a close
parallel to our word piI', for pira means 'before,' and piran
is 'a lord.' Dravidian scholars themselves acknowledge that
piran comes froin the Sanskrit preposition pr-a,' before '; this
corroborates my.derivation of the Australian word piriwal and
the Maori ariki. The Aroma dialect of New Guinea says pira
nil" 'face'; and in my opinion this piI' a n a bears the same rela
tion to the Dravidiau pira that the Latin frons Ims to the pre
position pro, the Samoan m ua-ul u to mull" 'fir~t,' and the
English fore-head, to be-fore. The :l\fotu dialect says vaira
for' face, front'; I take this to be a metath9sis of piI'll" for the
Motu also says vaira-nai, 'before'; another dialect says vari;
with this compare pro, para, and frons. The negroes, to the
west of Khartoum, also say bel', bera, for' one.'

The Australian postposition bir-ung, 'away from,' seems to be
connected with this root in the same way as the Greek para.
The dictionary meanings of the SanskrIt preposition pra are
< before,' 'away,' 'beginning'; now, if these three meanings were

* New Britain and New Ireland are two tolerably large islands lyiug to the
east of New Guinea, and Duke of York Island-a name COlTupted by the
.natives into Tukiok-is a small island in the straits betweeu these two.
The natives of all these are Papuans.



carried to Australia through the Dravidian form pira, they
abundantly justify my arguments as to the origin of the Austra
lian word piI', 'one,' and birung, 'away from.' In New Britain
pirai means 'odd,' 'not a "round" number' (if. the game of
•odds and evens'), and tbis sense must be from a numeral meaning
'one.' In the Ebndan* language of Efate, 'a voice came from
heaven'is nafisan sikei i milu elagi mai, in which milu
elagi signifies' away from (direction from) the sky.' Here mil u
is identical in form aud meaning with the Awabakal birung.
Further,iu New Britain and in the Duke of York Is. (JYIelanes
ian), ka, kan mean' from,' kapi, with verbs of motion, implies
'motion from,' and kabira means' on account of.' These cor
respond yery well with the forms and uses of the Awabakal post
positions kai, ka- birui:Ig, kin- birung. The simple form biru
is therefore cognate to the Sanskrit para, Gr., para, 'from.'

Som3 further light on this point may be got from another
quarter. The Hebrew preposition corresponding to birung is
min, or, without the n, mi, ma; in form this is not far removed
from the bi of birung. :Min, originally, is a noun meaning a
• part,' and, in its use as a preposition, it answers first to the
partitive genitive or the preposition ex in the classic languages;
then, from this primary notion, it is used to signify a . departing
from' anyplace, 'distance from,' 'proceeding or 'receding from';
in these respects it corresponds exactly with the Australian
birung. Now, man, (min), 'a part,' comes from the Heu.root
manah, 'to divide.' But, in Dravidian, the verb 'to divide' is
per, piri, and that also is a close approximation to our Australian
birung". In the chief Dravidian dialects, 'a part', 'a portion' is
pal; this again brings us to the Shemitic pala, parash, and
many other forms of that verb, meaning 'to share,' , to separate:
&c., and to the Sanskrit p hid, 'to divide,' Gr. meiromai, 'I
share,' meros, 'a part,' Lat. pars, and a host of words from
these. Now, if birung be the Dravidian piri, per, and ifpiri,
per be the same word as the Sanskrit pal and the Heb. pala,and
if these are all original root-words belonging to a common stock,
I cannot see how it is possible for anyone to avoid the force of
the argument from this that our Australian indigenes have a
share in a common ancestry, and that, in language, their imme
diate ancestors are the Dravidians of India.

Results in this Section are:-Preposition forms to mean' before'
are, in the primitive languages, p1'0, pri, pro, prae, pru; other
forms are par-a, par-os, pur-as; modes of all these are, fra, fru,
vor, fore, and, without the initial letter, 1'0, ru, air; the Lithu-

* I have made the word' Ebudan ' (Lat. Ebudes in.'lllae), and use it as
more convenient to handle than' New Hebridean.' The languages spoken
on New Britain, New Ireland, Duke of York Island, Solomon Islands,
Santa Cruz, and Banks Islands I call' Albannic' (cf. Lat. Albionl, and any
root-words which arc found in the Malay, Melanesian, and Polynesian
languages I call 'Sporadic.'

anian l]as pir, aud with this correspond the Dravidian pir-a,
'before,' the ~t\.ustralianpir, ' one,' and the Turkic, bir, 'one.' In
Sanskrit, the old ablative form pura means 'formerly,' 'first ';
cognates are the Gr. paros, 'before,' and the Zend pm'a, 'before.'

(b). But the~ost common word for' one' in New South
Wales is wakuL~ fact, it is our Sydney word for' one,' and
there can be no doubt of its genuineness, for it is noted by
Lieut.-Colonel Collins as a Port Jackson word in his book on the
Colony, published 1802; he spells it woguL At Newcastle it
was wakol; in the \Villiams River district, wakul-bo, and on
the Mauning, wakuL From my manuscript notes I write
down the various forms which this word assumes, beginning
with Tasmania and passing northwards to the Tiinor Sea:
Tasmania, mara-i, mara-wa; in Victoria, bur; on the JHurray
River near vVentworth and Euston, mo, mata, mada, meta-ta;
on the middle course of the Darling, waichola; on the Upp.IiH'
J\furray, mala; on Monero Plains, ya11a; at :Moruya, med
endal; in the :Nlurrumbidgee district, mit-ong; at Jervis Bay,
met-ann; on Goulburn Plains, met-ong; in the Illawarra
district, mit-ung; at Appin, wogul; at Sydney and north
wards to the Manning River and the Hastings, 11' ak ul; on
Liverpool Plains, mal; at VVellington, mal-anda; in southern
Queensland, byacla, muray, baja, byaya; in the Northern
Territory of South Australia, mo-tu, wa-rat, wa-dat.

Besides these, some other words for the number' one' are used
in various parts of Australia, but those that I have given all pro
ceed nom the original root, which it will be our duty now to
discover. Aud I notice, first of all, that one word in the list
stretches along the whole extent of seaboard from the Illawarra
district to the Hastings-the word wakul-and this fact a:ffords
the presum,ption that all that coast line was occupied by the
same tribe, or by tribes closely akin; for the tribes a little
inland say mal and mal-anda for 'one.' Wakul,then, was
the word used by the Svdney blacks, as Collins testifies. If a
chemist has a compound substance handed to him for analysis,
he exueriments on it, and tests it in order to discover its elements.
Let u's do so with ,vakul; it is a compound, for simple roots are
usually monosyllables; but are its parts wa+kul or wak+ul?
Here I remember tbat, in the same region where wakul exists,
there is a word kara-kal, ' a wizard,' 'a doctor or medicine-man,'
but inlaud he is called ka I'a-j i. This satisfies me as proof that
the -k ul is merely a formative syllable, an<l that the root is wa.
And this conviction is strengthened when I cast my eye oyer the
above list of words; for they all begin with the syllable ma or
some modification of it, the rest of each word consisting of
various formative syllables. As I haye now got hold of a clue
to a solution, I reflect that the initial labial of a root-word may
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assume various forms; thus, p, b, rn may interchange, and may
easily becomef, wh, v, tv. There can be no doubt, for instance,
that the Latin pa ter, the German vater, and the English
father are the same word; there p=j=v; and in one district
in Scotland the people always say fat for what and far for
where; so also the M"aoriwhatu istheSamoanfatu; that is
j=wh; b and m also are interchangeable, in Orientall,anguages
especially, for m is only the sound of the letter b modified by the
emission of a breathing through the nose; 'In is therefore re
garded as a b nasalized. I note also that the words under con
sideration all begin with the cognate sound of m, b, or tv, except
yalla; and this exalDple I think must have been at one time
walla, that is, ual a, of which the It has obtained the sound of
i (y); or wa-Ia may come from the same root as wa-kul, the
difference lying only in the termination. The other vowels of
root word are 0, It, e, i, ai, all of which in Australian are modi
fications of the original sound a.

Having now discovered the root-germ from which our Sydney
friend wakul proceeded, and having noted the various guises
which he has assumed in these colonies, we must next ask where
he came from, and see if he has any kinsmen in other lands; for,
when by searching we find that out, we may perhaps be justified
in saying that the Australians brought the root-word with them
from those lands. Before setting out on this quest, I observe
that when a number of men are arranged in a row, he who is
number one is (1) 'before' all the others, and' in front' of them;
heis thereby (2) 'first or foremost' ; he has (3) the 'pre-eminence'
in honour or authority, and (4) he may be regarded as the' begin
ning or origin' of all the others.* vVe may therefore reasonably
expect that words for 'one' will be akin to other words, bearing
some one or other of these four meanings. I have already shown
that the Kamalarai numeral pir, 'one,' is related to Aryan pre
positions meaning 'before,' and to the M:aori word ariki (Samoan
ali'i), 'a chief,' as one having authority and eminencet; I shall
now show that the kindred of wak ul have the other meanings as
well. And, first, I note that the word b 0 k 0 I is used for' one' in
the island of Santo, one of the New Hebrides. Bokol is so like
wo gul, the Port Jackson word, that I cannot doubt their identity;
and yet it is impossible to suppose that the one word can be
borrowed from the other. The islanders of Santo can never have
had any intercourse with the blacks of Sydney; nor, if they had
in any past time, can we believe that either language was so

* Cf. the Heb. ahadh, kedam, rosh, aill or yaal, for these meanings.
t The Insular-Keltic words for 'chief,' 'principal,' are priomh, ard,

araid; and roimh is 'before.' It is evident that these are only cor
ruptions of the root pri, pro, prae, pra, 'before.' In Ku, a Drayidian
dialect, 'one' or 'first' is ra (rf. Sk. pra) and in Duke of York Island
(New Britain Group), 'one' is ra, re.

'" Compare with this the Tamil postposition mun, 'before.'
t The one solitary exception is puke, 'catch'you '!-achild's play-word.
+ An uncommon form pf the root ba is va; and from it the Maugaians

(H:'rvey Islands) say va-ri, 'a be2inning'; but in the Koiari dialect of
'New Guinea this same word means0, the forehead,' 'the face.' This word
thus illustrates the procession of meanings from the root pra (para),
pro, 'before '; for vari i8 equivalent to 'that which is before,' hence' a
beginning,' 'the forehead' as the 'frout' pa:t o~ the human bod~, 'the
face'; it also throwa some light on the derlyatlOn ?f f.rons, wluch has
so puzzled Latin etymoloO'ists that some of them derive It from the Greek
ophrus, 'the eyebrow' l' The MOtulUOtu dialect of ~ew Guinea says
hali, instead of vari, for 'forehead'; several other dIalects there say
i-piri-ti, paru, para-na, pira.na, for 'face') these ar~ all connected
with the Dravidian pira, 'before.' The Brah~1of Afghamstan says lllun,
'the face,' which is the same word as the Tamll, mun, 'before.'

..
miserably poor as to be without a word of its own for' one.' The
blacks of Santo are a frizzly-haired negroid race; I therefore argue,
from the evidence of this word, that these blacks and our blacks
have, in some way, one common origin.

I next take y~ to another Papuan region having a negroid
population-a grol'p of islands off the east end of New Guinea
and consistinO' of New Britain, New Irl,lland, and some others.
In the Duke ~f York Island there, I find the following words, all
akin to wakul, Yiz., makala, 'for the 'first' time' mara, ma
ra-kam, 'for the 'first' time,' marua, 'to bear fruit for the 'first'
time to enter on a new course, to begin,' mara, 100 (= the
'be<TinninO" of it new reckoning), muka, 'first,' muka-na, 'first-'
bor~ son ,"m uka-tai, 'first,' m un, 'to go first.'* In all these, the
root is m'a, ill u as in Australia, and the abundance of these derived
forms in this T~kiok lauO'uage proyes that the root is indigenous,
not borrowed. Amongth~mlobservemara, 'forthe 'first' time,'
and mara, 100, and this is exactly the Tasmanian wo~d (mara
wa) for 'one'; another ofthem is m uka, 'first,' and thIS word, by
dropping the k, which is nevert sounded in Samoan, becomes t~e
Samoaumua, 'first,' and mua-ulu, 'thefore-head.'t M:ua itlSOIS
yery common in Samoan (as in foe-m n~, 'the 'first' 01' ~troke oar,'
a-fua, 'to begin'), and thns proves Itself to be natIve to the
language.. Further, you ,may have observe~ that some of the
Australian words for' one are m0, m ata. vVlth m 0 compare the
Santo word n:o-ig, 'to begin,'-anotherproof that the Santoans
and the Australians are kinsmen; with mata compare the M:otu
word mata-ma 'abeO'inninO',' and mata-mata, 'new,' 'fresh';
theFijian ma t~i, 'first,' andta u-mada 'before-hand '; theM:aori
ti~mata, 'to begin'; the Samoan a-mata, 'to begin'; the. ~ew
Britain a-ma-na, 'before, in front,' mata-na, 'the front,' blb-na
'the commencement'· the Motu badi-na, 'origin,' and the Aneit
yumese ni-m ti-din,' 'the front'; with m u compare the ]i'ijian
vuna 'to beO'in' and the New Britain wa-vuna, 'to begin,' and
the S~uto m~l, "a chief,' as being the' first' man. All these I
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* These and all other words from the New Britain and Duke of York
Islands I quote from manuscript dictionaries of these lall!rnages prepared
by the missionaries there. 0 ,

t The name a;nd authority of K. Wilhelm von Humboldt first gave this
theory a standmg; but we have now much fuller materials on which to
form an independent judgment.

"All my knowledge of the Dravidian race and language comes from Dr.
Caldwell's "Comparative Dictionary of the Dravidian or South Indian
Family of Languages; second edition; London: Triibner and Co., 1875." In
this Introduction, I quote from the notes which I made when I read the
book some years ago, and now I cannot always tell whether I am quoting
his words or only my own statement of them.

root ma, mo, mu. The late Bishop Caldwell says*-"Mudal is
connected with the Tamil postposition m un, 'before '; ID udal is
used as the root of a new verb' to begin.' M u evidently signifies
'priority,' and may be the same as the Tamil mu, 'to be old,'
m udu, ' antiq-'ty.''' I think there is a better derivation than
that. The SanS\:rit m ula means' origin, cause, commencement,'
and is the same word as the :l\1alay mula already referred to,
and both of these I take from the Sanskrit root-word b h u, ' to
begin to be, to become, to be,' with which is connected the Latin
fore (fuere), , to be about to be,' fui, &c. From bhu come
such Sanskrit· words as bhava, 'birth, origin,' bhil,vana, 'caus
ing to be,' b h u vanyn, 'a master or lord" (if. piran, &c.), and
many other words in the Aryan languages. At all events,
wakul and these other Australian words for' one "are assuredly
from the same root as the Dravidian m u-dal, 'first,' 'a begin
nig.' I, for one, cannot believe that words so much alike both in
root and meaning shonld have sprung up by accident over so vast
an area as India, :l\1alaya, New Guinea, :Fiji, Samoa, and back
again to the New Hebrides and A~ustralia. The only rational
explanation seems to me to be that these races were all at one
time part of a common stock, that in their dispersion they carried
with them the root-words of the parent languages, and that in
their new habitations they dressed out these root-,Yords with
prefixes and affixes by a process of development, just as circum
stances required.

Results. -The root in its simplest form is ba, 'to begin to be,'
'to begin '; other forms are ba, b It, bi; ma, mo, mt~; fa, fa, vu;
wa. The nearest approach to the Australian wakltl, 'one,' is
the Ebudan bokol, 'one,' and the Tukiok makal-a, 'for the
first t~me,' but maJ+Y other cognate words are found all oyer the
South Seas in the sense of 'first,' 'begin.' The Tasmanian
mara-wa, 'one,' is the same as the Tukiok mara, 'for the first
time,' and mara, 10'); and in New South "Vales, mara-gai
means 'first' in the Mudgee dialect.

2. The Numeral Tu:o.

Almost the only other Australian lll,Jmeral is b ul [1" ' two.' It is
true that several tribf's have a disti:'lct word for' three,' i1l1d a few

~ have a word for' five' taken from the word' hand,' but in most
parts of Australia the number' three' is expressed by 'two-one,'
four' by 'two-two,' 'five' by , two-two-one ' and so on. But the
wore b ula is universal; with various changes of termination, it
exists from Tasmania in the extreme south, right on to the Gulf
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of Carpentaria. If you ask me why there is only one word for
, two,' while the words for' one' are so numerous and different,
I reply that, in other languages, and especially in those of the
Turanian family, there is a similar diversity in the words for
, one'; and the reason is this, that, wherever there is a con
siderable number of words for 'origin,' 'commencement,'
, before,' &c., there will be a similar varietv in the words for
, one,' which are formed from them. But the range of ideas for
, two' is somewhat limited; the only ideas possible are' repe
tition,' or 'following,' or something similar. Let me show you
this by a few examples. The Hebrew shenaim, 'two,' is a dual
form, and is connected with the verb sh11n11h,' to repeat;' the
Latins also say' vigesimo altero anno' to mean in the
, twenty second year;' but alter is 'the Qther of two,' and in
French and English it means to 'change;' and secundus in
Latin comes from seq u or, 'I follow.' Thus we shall find that
words for 'two' are the same as words for' follow,' , repeat,'
, another,' , again,' , also,' 'and,' and the like; and most of these
ideas are usually expressed by forms of the same root-word.

As to the form of the word bula*, we have here 1I0 friendly
karaji to tell us whether the -la is radical or not. I think that
the -I a is formative. The Tasmanian b u-ali (Milligan writes
it pooalih) is probably the nearest approach to the original
form, the bu being the root and the .ali the affix. In the
Tasmanian pia.wa, the pia seems to me to be only a dialect form
of bula, for the liquid l easily drops out, and in the Aryan
languages a modified u approaches very nearly to the sound of i
(cf. Eng., sir); in the Polynesian, i often takes the place of u.
~rhus bula would become bu-a, bi-a, pia. The syllable wa in
pia-wa, as in marawa, 'one,' is only a suffix, the same as ba
in our colony. All the other words for' two' are only lengthened
forms of bula.

As to the kindred of bula, I find that, in the Papuanisland of
Aneityum (New Hebrides), the word in-m ul is' twins'; there,
i1~ is the common prefix used to form. nouns; the mul that

* In my manuscript notes I have the following forms :-From Tasmania,
bura, pooa li, piawah; Victoria, biilum, pollit; South Australia,
bulait, purlaitye; New South Wales, blula, buloara, bul:oara-bo;
Southern Queensland, bular, piibul, bularre, bulae; Northern Queens
land, bularoo. It is evident that some of these words have been written
down by men who were not acquainted with the phonology of languages,
and that the spelling does not adequately represent the real sounds. This
is generally the case in vocabularies of Australian words, and is a source of
much perplexity to linguists. One of the commonest mistakes is bular for
bula. In pronouncing that word, our blackfellows let the voice dwell on
the final a, and an observer is apt to think that this is the sound of ar;
just as a Cockney will say' idear' for' idea,' , mar' for' ma,' or 'pianer '
for 'piano.' In one vocabulary that I have seen almost e\'cry word
terminates with j' on this principle !

remains is bu1, 'two '; there also u'm, fo.~ ~11 U, is 'an~';,in ~h~
other islands it is ma moo In New Br1tam, bal.et IS agam,
bUI-ug 'a<Tain" also', 'another' mule, 'again,' bula, 'another,'
'an additiO~a~'ne' (if. ma, 'a~d '), bula, ka-bila,' also' (":it.h
-bila if. Tas pia), muru, 'to follow.' In. Sa~oan, m,ulI 1S
'to follow,' fo' is' also,' ulu-ga (for fulu-) 1S ~ coup~e. ,';I'he
Fijian has tau-muri, 'behind' in the sense of followmg, Just
as tau-madain Fijian means 'first' or .' before.'. Th? ~alay
has ulang,' 'to repeat,' and pula, 'agaI?, too, hk?Wlse. In
some of the Himalayan regions, to whICh a portIO~ of .the
aboriginal inhabitants of India w~s driven by the ~ryan mva~lOn,
buli, pli, bli means' four,' that IS, as I' suppose, two-twos,-a
dual form of 'two.' .

It seems to me that the Dravidia~ word~ mar?, 'to change,'
m uru, ' to turn,' m uri, 'to break In two,. are from the same
root as bul a and that root is to be found m Aryan words also,
such as Lat. 'm u-to, m u-tu-us; for the:e is ~ Sk. r~ot .m,a, .' to
change.' It is known that the Sanskrit d VI, cl v.a, . t'l\ 0,. gIVes
the Greek dis (for dvi~), 'twice,' a:nd ~he adJectIve ~.=sso.s,
'double' and that dvis gIves the Latm bIS; but the SK. d, a
also gi;es the Gothic ·twa, 'other,' 'di:ffe~ent,' and the Eng.
twain 'two' as well as words for 'two' III many languages.
Hence'I think that our root bu, ba, gives the Samoan vae-ga
'a division' vae<Ta-Iemu, 'the half,' and other words; because
when people are", at one' on any subject th~y.are ~gree~,.but
when they are at 'twos and threes' they are dIvI~ed III 0pI.lll?n;
and in the same sense sense I would conn~ct the.Lat. dIV1do
with the Sk. root dvi. Probably.the LatIll "ar~us and the
Enolish variance are connected WIth the root ba III that same

o
sens'e. . h

i would only add a line to say that our blac~fellowsuse. t .e
word b ul a also to mean' mallY.' I do not beheve that thIs 1S
the same word as bula, 'two.' I consider it to. come from the
same root as the Sanskrit pulu, puru, 'many,' a~d t~at root,
under the form of par, pIa, pIe, pIu, has ramIficatIOns all
through the Aryan languages in the sense. of '. fill, full. n;u~h,
more' &c The eastern form of this root gIves, III New BrItalll,
bul~ 'm~re' mag 'many' buka, 'full'; in Motu, badais 'much,', , , , . ,. A't I
and hutu-ma, 'many,' 'multItude; In n~I yum, a-. up-as
(lup=plu),'much'; inFiji,vu-ga,'maI~.y.';III Du~eo,f YorI~
Island, bu-n ui, 'to increase.' I:r Drav~dIan, p~l IS many,
p al-gu,' 'to become m~ny, to multiply, ~o Illcr~ase. It thus av
pears that the Austrahan bula, 'many. haskmdred, not onl.ym
Melanesia and the Dekkan, but also all thro~ghth~ .Ar~~n regIOll;

Rt1sults.-The root i~ bu, "Yhic~ denotes repetItIon, ch;nge"
and this is the idea whICh reSIdes m the Hebrew numera~ two,
and in the Latin alter, 'second '; another, but cognate, Idea for
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'two' or 'second' is 'that whichfollows'; of the root bu other
forms are bu, bi, pi, ma, mo, mu, fu, fo, and u; from ma, mu,
come Dravidian words meaning' to turn,' 'to change '; and from
the same root-forms there are, in the New Hebrides, New Britain,
and Polynesia, numerous words in the sense of 'follow,' 'again,'
'another,' 'a couple,' 'also.' The Melanesian word mu-le, 'again,'
and the Malay pU-la, 'again,' connect themselves, not only with
the Dravidian ma-1"U, mU-1'U, but also with tbe Sanskrit word
pu-nar, 'back,' 'again,' and also with the Greek pa-lin, 'again.'

VI. OTHER TEST-WORDS.

Wordsfo1" Water,' 'Blind,' 'Eye.'
(a). In dealing with the Australian words for 'water,' 'fir(','

'sun,' 'eye,' &c., I must use brevity. All theJ:le can be proved to
have their roots in India, and to have stems and branches from

. these roots in Aryan Europe, in JYIalay lands, and in the islands
of the South Seas. First, let us.take up the word for' water.'

Collins quotes bado as the Port Jackson word for 'water';
others write it bad u; it is found in various parts of our colony
and in WesteJ.:n Australia. The root is b a, ma, and the d n is a
suffix; d u is also in Dravidian a formative to neuter nouns. The
root ma means 'to be liquid,' 'to flow.' It is a 'Very old word;
for the Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions have m ami, 'waters,'
and this is a plural by reduplication; the Hebrew has mo, ma(i),
'water,' moa, 'to flow'; the ancient Egyptian has mo, 'water,'
whence, according to some, the name Moses; the Sanskrit bas
ambu (am for ma, by metathesis), 'water;' the Keltic has
amhainn, abhuinn, 'a river,' whence comes the river-name,
'Avon.' From m:1 come the words wai and vai which are so
common for 'water' in the New Hebrides and in the Polynesian
islands, and from the same root, in a sense known to the Arabs,
by an appropriate euphemism, as 'the water of the feet,' come the
:iYIelanesian and Polynesian words mi, mim, mimi, miaga, &c.,
the Sanskrit mih and the Keltic mun. From am (=ab=ap)
comes the Sanskrit plural form apas, 'water,' while from ma
may come the Latin mad-idus, 'wet.~ We found that wa-kul,
'one,' comes from root ba, ma; so, from the root of ba-du, comes
the Australian word wa-la, which means 'rain,' and in some
places, 'water.'

As to the kindred of our Sydney badu, I would remind you
that' water,' 'rain,' , sea,' and' wave,' are cognate ideas; hence
the Samangs, who are the Negritos of the peninsula of JYfalacca,
say bat-eao for 'water '; the Motu of New Guinea say medu,
'rain,' ba tu-gu, 'shower'; the Aneityumese in-cau-pda,* 'rain ';

" Cau is the Fijian tau, 'to fall as rain,' and .pda is the same as the
New Britain word bata, 'rain'; au in Samoan is 'a current.'

New Britain says bata, 'to rain,' ta-va, '~ea,' and the JYfaori say
awa, 'water.' As a coincidence, it is remarkable that the old
high German word awa (cf tIle Ger. wasser,.Eng. wat~r)
means 'water,' ~d bed u is quoted as an old PhryglO-Macedolllan
word meaning I.loter.'

Some observe have remarked that our bl~cks so.on master the
dialects spoke:J. by other tribes, and have ascrIbed th~s to.a natural
readiness in ~earning languages. .But the present mqmry shows
that there is another cause for tIllS. A man or w~lllan of t.he
Sydney tribe, w~ich said ~a-du for 'water,' would easllyre~ogn.lze
ba-na in an adpcent tnbe as the same word. the. termmatlOn
only being different, just as it is not hard for Englishmen to re
member that the German wasser is water, and that brennen
means burn. So also, a Kamalarai black, who says m u-g~, wo~l.d
soon know the vViradhari mu-pai; and elsewhere mata, one, IS
not much different from meta and matata for 'one,' or even
from the Tasmanian mara.

Results.-Ba, ma, mo, am, ap are forms of ~n or~giDal root
meaning 'water,' 'that which is liquid and flows ; derlVe~ forn;s
are mi, me, wa; from ~a come~ ~he Sydney wor~ ba-~u, wat~r;
the dZ6 here is a snffix III DraVldlan also, and eXlsts l?- the :New
Guinea word ba-tu elsewhere ba-ta; the Samang Negrltos say bat
eao,. the old langu'age of Java has banu, 'water,' .where the n has
the liquid sound of .qn, and takes the pla:e of d u: the suffix duo
From all this it is clear that our A.nstrahan badu IS of good and
ancient lineage. . ,

(b.) In the :M:aitland.clistrict of .New South Wales a 'blmd
man is called boko; m Poly-uesJa poko is 'blind,' or, more
fnlly, ~ata-poko,mata-po, 'eyes~blind.' .~s there can be n~
suspicion of borrowing here, how IS s~ s~nkmg a re.se~blanc~
to b~ accounted for? Do you say that It lS a n~ere com~ldeIl;ce.
1,Vell if so let us examine the matter. In the Kamalaral ~egJ?n,
(see ~ap)' m u-g a means 'blind,' and in ~he :M:udgee dlstnc~,
mu-pai is 'dumb'; in Santo (New HebrIdes), mog-moga :s
, deaf'. in Erromanga, another island of that group, busa IS
'dumb;; in"Fiji, b~-bo is 'bli,ud'; in ~,?ke of ~ork Island, ba-b.a
is 'deaf'; in SanskrIt, mu-ka IS 'dumb.; m Greek! m,u-dos.' m U-~l~
is 'dumb,' Lat. mut-us. In Keltlc, bann IS to bmd, .tle,
balbh is 'dumb,' and bodhar is 'dea.~.' Now, there can be :lttle
doubt that in all these words the root IS the same (mu, J?o, ba,
bo, bu; po), and yet these words extend ove:, a very wide area
indeed, from Tahiti right across through. IndIa to, G:eec,e" HaIr:
and even to John 0' Groat's. The meamugs. are blmd, de~f,
'dumb,' and yet the root is the same. :rh~ gen~ra.l roo~-meanmg
which suits them all is' to close,' 'to bmd .; thIS meamng shows
itself in the Greek verb mU-i)-from whIch .mudos com.es-;
~to close the eyes or mouth,' and in the SanskrIt mu, 'to bllld ;



similarly the Hebrew (a) illam, 'dumb,' comes from the verb
iUam, 'to bind,' 'to be silent '; in the Gospels, the blind m~n's

eyes were' opened,' and Zacharias, who had been for a tIme
dumb, had' his mouth opened and his tongue loosed.' The root
of our Australian words boko, muga, is therefore the same as
the Sanskrit mu, 'to bind.' From the same source come the
Samoan pu-puni, 'to shut,' po; 'I~ight.'; ,theAneity~mese
at-apn-es (apn=pan), 'to shut, na-poI,. dark clouds; the
New Britain bo g, 'clouded,' and the TuklOk bog, 'to cover
up'; if. the Sanskrit bhuka, 'darkness.' In Aneityum, a-pat
is 'dark,' 'deaf,' and poop is 'dumb.' In Malay, puk-kah
(cf mu-ga) is' deaf,' and bu-ta is 'blind:; ba-bat (cf ba-ba,
bo-bo) is to' bind '. Fiji has bu-ki-a, ' to tIe,' 'to fasten '; New
Zealand has p u-p u: 'to tie in bundles,' p u, '?' tribe,' 'bUl~ch,'
'bundle.' It is even possible thltt our Enghsh words bmd,
bunch, bundl e, come, through the Anglo-Saxon, from this
same root, ba, bu, mu.

I suppose that these examples will suffice to prove that ~he
similaritv between the Australian boko and the Polyneslan
po k 0 is 'not a mere coincidence. Where have we room ~ow for
the theorv that the natives of the South Sea Islands are of Malay
origin? "I might, with equal justice, say that they came from
the Hunter River district in Australia, if I were to look only at
the words boko and poko !

Results.-The ideas' blind,' 'deaf,' 'dumb,' may be reduced
to the simple idea 'bound '-the eyes, ears, mouth, or tongue
'closed, bound, tied.' This idea is, in the Aryan languages,
expressed mostly by mu, but, in our Eastern languages, by ba,
bo' mu mo' pu pO; all these root-forms are identical, and are
th~ basis of'cog~ate words spreading from the region of 'ultima
Tlwle' across the world to Tahiti. Can this be the result of
accident or of the spontaneous creation of language in several

, f' . ?different centres? Is it not rather proo of a common OrIgm.
Even in the development of the root, there is a singular corres
pondence; for the Sanskrit adds -ka, an~ so do the Malay, the
Kamalarai, the Santoan, and the PolynesIan; others use t for k.

(c.) The word for' eye' also lllay be useful as a sample test-word,
for it is not likely to be subject to the in~uences of c~ange, ~o

which I have already referred. In Tasmama a word for eye IS
monO'tena and the common word in all Australia is mi or mil,
or so~e oth~r simple derived form from the root mi. Mon~t7na
is in Milligan's "Vocabulary of the Dialects of the Abol'lgmal
Tribes of Tasmania," but I have never found that Vocabulary to·
be satisfactory either as to its phop.etics or its critical sagacity. I
therefore suppose that the real form is ma-ag-ta-na; for mongcta
linna is there the word for' eyelash,' and mong-to-ne is 'to see';
at all events, I consider ma to be its original stem, while the

Australian stern is mi, although there are, ~ variOl~s parts of the
continent words with the ma stem. The Austrahan words for
'eye,' th:n, are mi, mia, mikal, miki, mir, mil, mial, mina,
minuk miko mirang' maal, mail; meur, mobara. These

, " B 'S .words extend from Port Darwin right across to ass straIts.
Several words formed from the same root mean the 'face,' and
compound words are :-wirtin-mirnu, 'eyelid,' turna-mirnu,
'lower eyelid,' wi Cin-m ir, 'eye-lash,' genin-mir, 'eye-brow,'
kraji.mring, 'white of the eye,' daami-mir, 'the temples,'
katen-mirnu, 'a tear.'

Now it is evident that all these words for' eye' come from the
;root m~, mi, me, mo, and that those formed .from mi are ~he
most common. This ma is quite sporadic; for, ill Samoan, whICh
I take to be original and typical Polynesian, ma means' clean,'
'pure,' 'bright-red,' maina is 'to shine,' said of fire; ma-lama
means either' the moon' or 'a light'; va-ai is 'to see,' and so on;
the Ebudan ma is' to see'; in New Britain me-me is 'scarlet,'
'bright-red' and with the meaning of 'red' the Ebudan has
me-me-a ~iel miala; in Samoan, m u-m u is 'to bnrn brightly,'

, , d' b 'audmu-muis 'red,' and the' Aneityumese ama-mu IS'tO urn
transitively; the.:M:aori has ma-hana, 'warm'; Papuan for' eye'
is mata, mara, maka, mana; the Malay has mata, 'eye,' and
this is the sporadic word used e,-erywhere for' eye.'

From all these words, it appears that 'see,' 'clear, ' shine,'
'eye,' 'burn,' 'fire,' 'red,' are. allied terms,. a~d tha:t the ~oot-idea

from which they all proceed IS that of 'slumn~ brIghtly. Now,
so far as the eye is concerned, that is an appropriate designation for
it . and this appropriateness is elsewhere confirmed by language;
fo: the Sanskrit akshi, 'eye,' Latin oculus, and the Latin acer,
'sharp,' are founded on the root ak, meaning' keenly bright' or
'sharp' and the EnO'lish word' sheen' is, in Lowland Scotch, ap
plied to the' bright' part of the eye. Now, I find that meaning
in the Sanskrit bhft, 'to shiue,' which is just our root ma,
Sanskrit derivatives from this bhil are bha, 'a star' (with which
compare the Australian mirri, 'the stars'), bhaga, 'the sun,'
and bhil, 'light,' bhilnu, bhama, 'light,' 'the sun,' 'passion.'
The Greek phai-no is from the same root.

The Dravidian lanO'uaO'e, like the Australian, seems to prefer
the form mi; it has r:in,"'to glitter,' and hence mina is 'a fish,'
so called from its phosphorescent scales.

.A. Samoan word 'to glisten," to shine,' is ila-ila, applied to
the eyes, and in the Papuan of Tagula (south-east cost of New
Guinea) ira is 'bright'; at Port Essington (north cO:J.st of
Australia) ira is the 'eye,' and, in some pa.rts of New South
Wales ir'e yir-oka is the 'sun.' In the vViradhari dialect,
iradu is 'day,' and the Ebudan of Erromanga has ire, 'to-day.'

. Further, a common word for 'eye' in Queensland is diIli; and
Cc]
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I have no doubt that this is the same Dravidian termination
-illi which we shall find in ta-killi-ko and in many other Awa
bakal words, but here added on to the same root which we find in
the Sanskrit di(p), 'to shine.'

The Ebudan of Baki has sembi to mean 'fire'; now sembu
in Dravidian means' reeL' In Australia, a very general word for
'fire' is wi, win; in the north-west of Tasmania it is win-alia;
these I take to be from the same root as our mil, 'the eye,' and
the Dravidian min. In Tasmania also, tintya means 'red';
to which cognates are the Sanskrit damh, dah, 'to burn,' dams,
damg, 'to bite,' 'to see', in Tamil tind-u, is 'to kindle,' tittu,
'to whet'; if. Anglo-Saxon tendan, 'to kindle,' English tinder.

Besides m a t a, the Maoris have another word for' eye,' k a no hi,
which much resembles the Dravidian kan, 'the eye,' kitn, 'to
see '; and the root of kan may be the same syllable as in Sanskrit
ak-shi, 'eye,' the ak being by metathesis changed into ka. At
all events, the root kan is abundantly prevalent in the sporadic
languages; for the Maori itself has k an a, 'to stare wilcUy,' that
is, 'to look keenly'; ka, 'to burn'; ka-ka, 'red-hot'; kana-pa,
'bright,' 'shining '; kana-ku, 'fire '; and cognate Polynesian
dialects have kano-i-mata, 'the pupil (i.e., 'the sheen ') of the
eye '; 'a 'ano, certain' red berries,' 'the flesh of animals,' from its
redness; ka-napa-napa, 'to glitter '; ka-na pa, 'lightning.' The
simple root ka gives la, ra, 'the sun,' and all the Polynesian
words connected with these forms.

Nor is this root-word ka, kan confined to Polynesian dialects;
in Ebudan, 'fir~' is in-cap, kapi, kapu, gapu, a v, a vi; and
the Papuan dialects have for 'fire,' kova, kai-wa; for' burn,'
ogabu, igabi. And kai-o in Greek is' I burn.'

It is interesting to know, also, that in the states which form
the Himalayan boundary of India the words for' eye' are mi,
mik, mighi, mak, mo, mak, mo; and, farther east, in Cochin
China and Tonkin, mot, mok, mu. It thus appears that, on the
whole our common word mil, 'the eye,' is more akin to the non
Aryan races of India-the representatives of its earlier population.

In closing this section of my subject, I presume I need scarcely
say that the evidence before us drawn from the words for' water,'
'blind,' and 'eye,' fully justifies the opinion that the Australian
languages are not isolated, but that, in their essential root-words,
they have a close relation to the languages of the Southern Seas
and to similar root-words in the languages of the great peninsula of
India. I cannot conceive it to be possible that our blackfellows
should 11av~, by chance, invented words which, when analysed,
show the underlying ideas expressed by them to be the same as
those root-words spread overso vast an area elsewhere.

VII. MISCELLANEOUS TEST ·WORDS.

(a.) There are just two or three other words which I would
glance at very rapidly. The Malay k ut u means' louse'; in all
Polynesia also that word means 'louse '; therefore, as some
persons say, the South Sea Islanders must be Malay-Polynesians.
But I find that in .Aneityum also, a Papuan region, in-ket is
'louse,' and in South .Australia kt'tta, and in other parts of
Australia, ku-lo, gull un. To complete the analogy, these per
sons should now say that the Papuans of the New Hebrides and
the blacks of South Australia are Mahy. This looks like a
'l"eductio ad absurdum.

(b.) The word ku tu reminds me tllat there are some very un
savoury words. which are a strong proof of identity of origin
among races; for, jf these words have not come from one common
source, it is scarcely possible to imagine how they are so much
alike. For instance, gu-nung here means stm'cus lwminis aut

.bestiae ; in Sanskrit the root-verb is gu. In Samoan, (k)i-no is
'eXCrl1U1ent,' the same word as gfl-nung. Among our Port
Stephens blacks, the worst of the evil spirits is called g fln un g
dhakia=' stercus edens.' . In Hebrew, a variant for the name
Beelzebub is Beelzebfll, which means dominus stercoris.
.Again, kak is an .Aryan root-verb; in New Guinea it becomes
tage (t for k, as is cOIDmon) ; in New Britain, tak; in Samoa,
ta'e; in Aneityum, no-hok and na-heh. The Sanskrit bhaga,
which I need not translate, is in Fiji maga; and in Tasmania
mag a; and pi, mi, as I have already shown, is as old as the
.Assyrians.

(c.) The Tasmanian word for' sun' is pugganubrana or
pukkanebrena or pallanubran a or pan u brana, ltcc01'ding
to Milligan's list. Of these, the first is clearly the original form,
for the last is merely a contraction of it, and the third substitutes
l for g. The last sylla1le -n a is formative, and is exceedingly
common in Tasmanian words; it is, I may observe in passing,
exactly the same syllable which is used as a cqmmon suffix to
Iorm nouns in New Guinea and in the .Albannic group, and
in a slightly different way also in Aneityum. The remainder of
the Tasmanian word is pugga and nubra. Now, nubra or
nnbre in Tasmanian is 'the eye,' but the vocabularies of that
]a~guage do not enlighten me as to the meaning of pugga. I
would write it and connect it with the New Britain word

which means' day'; thus buganubra
mean ' eye day,' that is, 'the sun '; and that is

exactly the meaning of mata-ari, the Malay word for the' sun.'
The Ebudan of Santo has bpg, 'day,' and the Fijian for' sun'
is mata·ni-senga. Bug is. allied to the Dravidian pag-al,
<day.' Bug I take from the Sk. bha, 'to shine'; with this com

the derivation of the English word' day.'



(d.) In the Kamalarai dialect (N.S.W.), kagal means' bad,'
'no good '; the -gal here, as elsewhere, is formative, and ka is
the root. Now ka is a Sk. prefix meaning' bad '; in Fiji, 'bad' is
ca, and in the New Hebrides, sa; in New Britain it is a-ka.ina.

(e.) TheAwabakalwordfor'good'ismurritrag; in Wirad
hari, it is marang; in Kamalarai, it is murraba; the Port
J ackson tribe at Sydney called it b uj ari. The root is m a, mu,
bu; Mr. Threlkeld's spelling should thus have been ma-ra-rag,
that is, ma-ra with the last syllable reduplicated and -ag added;
and m urraba should be ma-ra-ba; in b u-j ari, the -jari is a very
common formative. Analogues to these are:-Albannic, bo-ina,
, good '; Ebudan (Aneityum), u p-ene (up for bu); Malay, bii-ik;
Papuan, mage, bo-ena, na-mo, na-ma. The Sanskrit bha-dra
means 'best,' 'happy," well '; and the insular Keltic ma-th is
'good,' 'wholesome,' 'happy.' I believe that the Latin bonus
(of which Latin etymologists cannot trace the origin) is connected
with these ancient roots; for the Keltiq ma-th, i.e., mad, would
easily give bon-us.

(f) The Wiradhari balun, 'dead,' seeDlS to be the same word
as the Dravidiall ma-I, 'to die,' and of the same origin as the
Polynesian ma-te, 'dead,' and the Malay ma-ti, mang-kat, 'deacl'
The old Assyrian has maatu, 'to die,' and the Sanskrit mri
(mar), the M.alay mi-ta, the Hebrew muth, math, are all cognate
verbs. The Keltic has bath, bas, 'death.'

(g.) Korien is an Awabakal negative. If it were an Ebudan
word, its form in -en would make it a verbal noun equivalent to
'the denying.' Now, it happens that, in the Motu dialect of New
Guinea, gorea means' to deny,' and the }faori ha-hore or hore
means' no' (h for k), and whaka-kore-kore, 'to deny.' The
Ebudan of Efate has koro, 'to deny.' Another Awabakal nega
tive is kya-wai, where the kya is for ka. The Maori ka-ua
(imperative or optative) also means' not.'

(It) vViyalli is to 'speak.' The Sanskrit vad, vag, 'to
spe::,k,' would give the wiya, and the -alli is the usual verbal form.
ThE' Albannic has veti, 'speak.' Fiji has va-ka, 'to say,' and
vei wali, 'to joke,' where vei is a reciprocal. The Awabakal wi
ya 'ueans 'say,' 'tell'; New Britain has wi, 'to tell, to inform.'

(k) The Awabakal bun means 'to strike,' 'to beat,' 'to kill.'
vVith this compare the Malay bunoh, 'to kill '; the Albannic
bua-tari, 'to destroy,' and we-umi, 'to fighl;,' 'to kill,' of which
the we is reciprocal.

(l.) For an adult' woman,' the Wiradhari says inar; the Port
.Tackson (Sydney) sub-tribe said din Or dhin*; other localities say
yinan, ina; thus the cl is radical. Several districts, far apart, in

*Hence comes the word j in-so commonly used in Australia to mean
the 'wife' of a black man (kuri).

British New'Guinea say ina-gu, 'my mother,' ia ina-na, 'his
mother,' ine, 'mother,' where the ina is our Australian word;
and, in Samoa, tina is 'mother.' Are these languaO"es not akin ~

Is it possible that the Papuans, the Polynesians, and th~ Australians
could have borrowed from one another so essential a word as
'woman,' 'mother'~ :Moreover, in Tamil, inu means 'to brinO"
forth young' (I'f. Eng. yean), and in Malay Indiiis a word fo~
'mother.' Are these, too, nol; akin to our Australian word ~

VIII. THE PRONOUNS AS TEST WORDS.

There are few languages in which the pronouns of the first and
the second persons are declined throughout by the inflexion of the
same base-stem. In the Aryan family, there are at least two
?ases .for each o~ t~em,. a,nd these are often so disguised by th.e
~nflexlOns that It IS dIfficult to detect them. In English, for
ll1stance, there does not seem to be any etymological connection
between I and me and we, and a similar diversity exists in· the
~ti~ eg~, milti and no~, tu and vas; in the Greek ego, mou, nai,
ltemets; m the SanskrIt aham, mam, vayarn, or tvacl and yt~sh

mad. In Melanesian regions, the corresponding Papuan, Albannic
and Ebudan pronouns are apparently considered 1:10 volatile and
,evanescent that a strong demonstrative is added as a backbone
for their support, and thus the pronoun itself almost disappears
from view. But many of these Melanesian pronouns usually have
two forms-a longer and a shorter; the longer and stronger is used
for emphasis and can stand alone; the shorter is suffixed to verbs
:a.ndnouns, and it commonly shows the stern of the pronoun in its
.primary state. In Latin and Greek, we are already familiar with
the strengthening use of demonstratives as regards these two
personal pronouns, for we know that ego-ipse, ego-met, vos-met
ipsi,ego-ge, and the like, are used. As examples of the shorter

:Melanesian forms, I cite the Aneityumese etma-k, 'my father,'
etma-m, 'thy father,' etma-n, 'his father,' where the' k, 1n, and
n represent the three pronouns of which the longer possessives are
unyak, unyum, 0 un; corresponding suffixes are seen in the
Papuan (Murua Is.) nima-gu 'my hand,' nima-mu, 'thy hand,'
nima-na, 'his hand.' In Melanesian langnages generally, either
the separable possessive or its suffix form is used with nouns

.although the one and the other use convey a slightly different shad~
of meaning; thus, the Tukiok dialect says either a nug ruma
or a ruma-ig, 'my house,' and the Fijian something similar; but
the Papuans say ia nima-na, 'h.is hand,' ina-gu, 'my mother.'

... Each dialect· in this volume has some peculiarity; for the
;Wiradhari has something which looks like suffixed pronouns,*

'. * See girugal-du on page 111 of this Appendix, gaddal-di on page 112
...and other instunces in the same section. '
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AUSTRALIAN PRONOUNS.

and the Awabakal has a 'conjoined dual'; yet they all have long
forms of the first and the second pronouns to he used alone or
for the sake of emphasis, while other short forms always go with
a verb as its subject. I add a list of the pronouns found in
the whole of the Australian, Papuan, and Melanesian regions,
so far as they are as yet known to linguists; for, although I shall
make only a limited use of this list at present, yet it may be
useful to students of language in Britain and elsewhere, especially
as the sources from which I have compiled it are not generally
accessible.

1st Pronoun.

Sing.-Gaiya, ga, gaan; gai, iya, gata, garagug; gadthu, nathu,
nathuna, athu, addu, thu, athol ; mi, mina, mitua, motto; imigdu,
ganna, nanna; gem; maiyai; iaka; giamba; gulagi.

2nd Pronoun.

Sing.-Gind-a, (-u), yind-a, (-u), ind-a, (-e, -0, -u), nind-a, (-u); idno;
numba; wonda; nindrua, natrua; yinc1igi, indigo.; youra; beai,
bUbla; wiya, walbo; gin; imiba ; gindigug ; nagdu ; gnlaga.

3rd Pro. ; Sing.-,-Genna, noa, ninoa; Plu.-Garma, bara.

Victorict.
1st Pronoun.

Sing.-Gaddo, nadtha, gio, gaiu, gatUk; waaD, aan, 'winnak; yatti,
yanga, yanc1og, nitte; naik, naic, niak, ge, gen; wokok, yer
rowik, wolu.nyek, tiarmek; burdop.

2nd Pronoun.

Eing.-Gind-a, (-e, -i,- 0, -u), ginduk; nind-i, (-e); ginna, ginya; nin,
nindo, ninan, niam, winnin; yerrowin; tiarmin; waar, waanyen;
wolanig; nutuk, utUk; mirambina; gulum;. yerally.

3rd Pro.; Sing.-Nunthi, munniger, kiga; Pht. Murra-milla,kinyet.

xxxix

1st Pr<;Jl1oun.

INTRODUCTION.

Sing.-Gatha, gatuko, natto, gadjo,. aj;io! ga~:Ya:,. gua~l:\ia, ~~:lga,
gana, gonya, nanya, nunna; garnn, gert; gl, gIda, gIka, gIg.

2nd Pronoun.
Sing.-Ginda, ginna, yinda, yinna, nil1i? ninya, niya; ginduk,

yinnuk, nondnk, nundu, numla, nllllak; Janna. Plttral-Nura!.
3rd Pro.; Sing.-Bal; l'lu.-Balgun, bullalel.

Queensland.

1st Pronoun.

Sing.-Gaia, gla, gio, nigo; ganga, ongya, unc:1; nutta, utthu,
uda; yundu, giba, ipa; nia, ia, niu, iu, iuwa, yo; bill'ko;
kuronya; gunglli.

2nd Pronoun.
Sing.-Ninda, inda, imba; yimla, (-i), ind-a, (-i); y~ldua, yundu,

indu; innu, iu; inknu, ingowa, enowa, nowa; mno; nayon;
nomu.n; ynnur; tini; wologa.

3rd Pro.; Sing.-Ugda, unda; Plu.-Ganna.
"With these Australian Pronouns, compare the

DRAVIDIA..."f PRO~OUKS.

1st Pronoun.

Sing.-Tamil-Nan, yan, en, en;ACanareAse-il~"ya~, nil, nilnu, e~,
en"e; Tulu-yan, yen, e ; l\1:alayalam-alan:, llan, en, eAn, ena, en~,
ini' Telu"u~nenu, ne, enu, e, na, nu, nl; Tuda-an, en, em,
lll1" • '. KoAta"-ilne en eni irii' Gond-anna, nil, an, na; Ku-. , . , , , ,
ilnuna in e' Rajmahal-en; Oraon-enan.

, , , , /I. A A A I .., avu.
Plu.-:Memu, amat, yam, am, amu, nam, nanga, navu,

'Tasmania.
1st Pro.; Sing.-J\Iina, mana, mena. 2nd Pro.; Sing.-Nina.

Central and Smtth Australict.
1st Pronoun.

Sing.-Gai, gann-a, (-i), ginyi, onye, yiga, yinna, lilI, unnyi;
gapp-a, (-n), gaap, appa, aupa; gatto, attho, attu, autu, althu;
gucJ,; ti; iyie.

2nd Pronoun.
Sing.-Gina, nia, nini, nina, .yiI:a;. gi';.lba, imba, umpu, unga:

umli, yinyi; nindo, yundo; tldm, yldm, yundl'u, andru, gundru,
wuru, nuru, nuni; cJ.nna. . . .

3rd Pro.; Sing.-Nulia, kitye, pa, panna, mnlll;. Pht.-Klllna(r),
. ka(r), pa(r)na, nana, ya(r)dna. "

Western Au1itralia.

of these two

Plural.
Geen, gear-un
Nura

Bara

Dual.

BaH, gali
Bula

Buloara
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The Awabakal pronouns are :-
Singtdctr.

Ist.-Gatoa, bag, emmo-ug, tia
2nd.-Ginto, bi, giro-ug
3rd. Masc.-Niuwoa, noa, gi- ).

ko-ug, bon ~

3rd. Fem.-Boun-toa, boun- (
noun )

For the purpose of comparison, I give the forms
pronouns as found in other parts of Australia:-

New Smith Wales.



2nd.

Sing.-Ia-apuga, eke-ero, apui-ero, li-nambo, gninu oi-amu' Plu.-
Romiai, gita-munu, yai-ero, amui, ami, gami.' ,

1st.

Sing.-Lau-apu, g'oau, moro, dai-ero, YO-lIU, ge-gu eO'u' Plu.-Lai. .. ~....... '0'
emal-apumal, gaol-pan, yo-da, la-nambo.

2nd.
Sing.-Gido, gi, rou, koa, ya-kom, oa, goi, oi; Dual-Gipel, ni

go-to, ka-mitei; Ph~.-Gita, nigo, yana, komiu, ya-kamiyi, um
u~ omi.

xli

Plural.

Koi-ke-da
Koi-keimami
I-ke-da
I-keimami
Keda
Keimami

Ternal.

Koi-k-e-datou
Koi-keitou
I-ke-datou
I-keitou
Kedatou
Keitou

Koi-ke-mu-dou Koi-kemuni
I-ke-mudou l-ke-muni
Kemudou Kemuni

INTRODUCTION.

Nom.-Ko-i-ko
Poss. - -mu
Obj. '-Iko

Poss.- -nku

Obj. -Au

Possessive forms are-

* I prefer Binal and Temal, because they signify 'two (three) each time.'

1st.
Sing.-No-ku, his-ug, kana-ku, kona-gku, rahak, tio-ku, unyak;

Plu.-No-ra, isa-riti, kana-dro, kona-ra,otea, uja.

2nd.
Sing.-No-m, hisa-m, kana-mo, kona-mi, raha-m, 0 un; Plu.

N o-nim, isa-hamdi, kalia-miu, kona-munu, aua, un-yimia.

FIJIAN PRONOUNS.

Fijian pronouns are:-
Singular. Binal.

First.
Nom.-Koi-a-ut ( incllt. Koi-k-e-daru

\ excllt. Koi-keirau
I inclu. I-ke-daru
\ excllt. I-keirau
I incht. Kedaru
I excllt. Keirau

Second.
Koi-ke-mlt-drau
I-ke-mudrau
Kemudrau

Third.
Nom. -Ko-koya Koi-rau Ko-iratou Ko·i-ra
Pass. -I-keya; -na I-rau; drau I-ratou; dratou I-ra; dra
Obj. -Koya. Rau I-ratou I-ra.

t Those syllables which are printed in italics may be dropped off io succession for varions
uses of the pronouns.

Demonstratives are :-
o guo, 'this, these' ; 0 koya 0 guo, (sing.) 'this'; 0 Ira 0 guo,

<these.' 0 gori, 'that, those'; 0 koya 0 gori (sing.), 'that';
o ira ° gori (plu.), 'those.'

ALBANNIC PRONOUNS.

Inthe AJbannic (Tukiok) dialect, the pronouns are :-

Singular. Bil1~~l.* Temal. Pltwal.

{
inclu. da-ra da-tul dat

1st -Iau, io, yo exclu. mi-ra mi-tul me-at
2nd-U or ui mu-ru mu-tul mu-at
3rd-Ia or i dia-ra di-tul di-at

This is a long list, and yet it may be useful, as showing how
great a variety there is in the pronominal forms of the Australian
and Melanesian languages. But these forms, if subjected to
analysis and comparison, will be found to resolve themselves into
°a few simple elements. In examining the Australian pronouns
now given, we must bear in mind that they are subject to some
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3rd.

Sing.-Ia, goi, nou, au-kaki, tenem; Plu.-Iamo, tana, nei, ya
buia, sia, idia, Ha, ira, isi.

Possessive forms are :-

2nd Pronoun.

Sing.-Tamil-Ni, nin, nun, ei, i, ay, oy; Canarese-nin ni
ninu, nin, ay, e, iye, i, i; Tulu, i, nin, ni; MalayaIam-ni ~in '.
Telugu-nivu, ivu, ni, nin, YU, vi; Tuda-ni nln i' Kot~-ni)
. . GA d . ' " ,nm,l; on -llnma, ni, i; Ru-inu, ni, i; Oraon-nien' Rajma-

hill-nin. The Scythic of the Behistun tables has ni . th~ Brahui
of Affghanistan has ni, na. Plu.-Miru, imat, nil','nivu, iru.

With these compare corresponding pronouns from several places
in British New Guinea, thus :-

PAPUAN PRONOUKS.

1st.
Sing.-Gai, mou, da, yau, ye-gu, nau, nana, ara' Dt~al-Gaba

gaba, ni-mo-t.o, noni, kaditei, vagewu; Plu.--'Ga-I-pa-ga-I-pa,
'we three,' lll-mo, 'we,' no-kaki, kita, ya-kaimi, ita.

EBUDAJ.'if PRONOUNS.

Corresponding Ebudan pronouns are :-

1st.

Sing.-:-E-nau, iau, na-gku, avau, ain.yak; short forms, na, a, ku,
ne, lya, k; Plu.-Endra, hida, riti, kito, a-kity, a-kaija,

2nd.

Sing.-Eg-ko, e-nico, jau, aiko, yik, aiek; Plu.-Ramim, hamdi,
ituma, akaua, aijaua.



" The Aneityumese (Ebudan) language is so fond of an initial vowel that
it constantly dislocates a consonant in favour of a vowel. Our Australian
Vocabularies in this volume have very few words beginning with vowels.

t See Appendix, page 60. Dr. CaldweII was led into error by the form
gadlu, which an authority told him meant' we' in South Australia. Used
alone, it is only' 1,' for gadrlu.

degree of error, which affects also many other lists of Australian
words. Australian vocabularies are made oftlln by Englishmen,
who in writino- the words, follow the sounds of the vowels as used
in Eno-lish aI~ sometimes even their own vices of pronunciation;" ,
for instance kinner is written down for kinna, and i-ya for
ai-ya. Ag~in, a blackfellow, when asked to give the equivalents
for English words, sometimes fails to understand, [1nd so puts one
word for another' thus, in some lists that I have seen, the word
for ' I ' is set dOW~1 as meaning 'thou'; and even in printing mis·
takes occur; for, in Mr. Taplin's list of South Australian dialects
'we 'is gun, and' you' is gun also; the former should probably
be gen; and k ambiy anna is made to mean both' your father'
and 'his father.'

The First Pronoun.-Making all due allowance for such defects,
I proceed to examine the Australian pronouns, anI I find that,
notwithstanding the multitude of their dialect-forms, they have
only a very few bases. These are, for the first pronoun-Ga-ad,
ga-ta, ga-ad-du, ba, mi, mo; and, for the second pronou~

l1in,gin-da, gin-du, bi, bu, gula. I leave the demonstratIve
or third pronoun out of account, as it is not of so much importance
to our inquiry. Now, the existence of the base ga-ad is proved
by the forms (given above), ga-an, ga-na; the base ga-ta'recurs
in gatha, g a-y a, ni-te; ga-ad-du, in g~d-thu, na-thu, ~-t~u,

ga-tu-ko, &c.; ba gives wa-an, a-an, and, In South AustralIa, ga
pa, ga-ap, a-pa; mo and mi are merely softened forms of ba, and
are found in mo-to, wo-kok, m i-na, wi-nak, ga-mi. Even so
unpromising a form as un-ca (Queensland) connects itself with the
base ga-ta through gu-ca (South Australia); for some Melanesian
dialects prefer to begin words with a vowel, and so transpose
the letters (·f an initial dissyllable; thus, un-ca is for ug-ca=
gu-ca=ga-ta.* Most of the dialect forms of this pronQun given
above arise from the interchange' of ng, n, and y ; the vViradhari
dialect, for example, has gaddu,naddu, yaddu, 'I,' and these
become more liquid still in y allu, -lad u. t Let us observe here,
also, that the Tasmanian forms ma-na, mi-na,' I,' come from the
base rna, mi. I have above given six bases for the first pronoun in
Australian, and yet there are only two-,-ad or ta and ba; for mi
and'mo are only ba differently vocalised, and, in the other three,
ga- is a prefix, as wiil be shown further on, while the -du of ga
ad-du is an emphatic suffix.

Here comes in a most important question. Are these bases ta
and ba exclusively Australian ~ Emphatically I say, No; for I
know that, in Samoan, ta is the pronoun' I,' and tti (for t a-ua)
is 'we two,' 'itais 'me,' and ta-tou is 'we'; la'u (i.e., ta-ku, l
for d) is 'my.' I quote the Samoan as the representative of the
Polynesian dialects. And yet the Maori pronouns of the first
and second pronouns present some interesting features. They
are:-
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'I,' 'me '-Ahau, au, awau.
'We two'-Taua, maua.
'vVe'-Tatou, matou, matau.
'~ly'-Taku, toku, aku, oku, ahaku.
'Thou '-Koe; dual, korua,pht., koutou.
'Your '-Tau, tou, au, on, takorua, takoutou. ,

Here in 'we two,' 'we,' and 'my,' I see both of our Australian base
forms ta and ma; in 'my' I find the Australian possessive genitive
suffix ku, gu*; and in ' we' I take the -tou to be for to1u the
Polvnesian for 'three,' three heing used in an indefinite way to mean
any number beyond two. t Then, in .Fiji, I find t~at. 'I,' 'me '. is
au, which may be for ta-u, for the bmal form of It IS -da-ru (l.e.,
da+rua, 'two'), the terna.l is -da-tou (i.e., da+tolu, 'three '),
and the plural is da. In the Motu dialect of New Guinea, 'I' is
la-u, of which the plural is (inclusive) ai (for ta-i ~) and (exclusive)
j-ta. In other parts of New Guinea, 'I' is d a, ya-u, na-u, na-na,
la-u, and, for the plural, ki-ta, iota (qf Samoan).. Ebu~an para~lels

are-' I,' e-nau, iau, ain-ya-k; for the plural, h I-da, kl-tO, a-k~ty ;
possessive forms are tio-ku, otea, u-ja. T~e Tu~iok forms.~.au,

io, yo; d a-r a, da-tul, dat, correspond maUlly With the FIJIan,
and are all from the root da, ta.

I think that I have thllS proved that our Australian base ta is
not local, but sporadic, and that, so far as this evidence has a.ny
weight, the brown Polynesians have something in common WIth
the Melanesian race.

~fy next inquiry is this,-Has this base, ta, da, ad, any connec
tion with the other race-Iano-uao-es ~ And at once I rememher

"" 1'1. that the old Persian for' I' is ad-am, and this correspom s Wit 1

the Sanskrit ah-am, of which the stem is agh-, as seen in the
Grreco-Latin eo-o e.nd the Germanic ich. I assume an earlier
form of this ba~e to have been ak-, but, whether this Indian ak
or the Iranian ad- is the older, I cannot say. At all events, the
chancre of ak into at and then into ad, and conversely, is a com
mon "phonetic chauo-e and is at this moment going on copiOUSly in

. '" , I'.Polynesia. The ak is now in present use in the Malay aku, ' .

*The possessive termination fo~ persons in A;wabakal i~ -u. m b~; this.l
take to be for gu-mb a, the gu ?e1l1g.the.possess~ve formative III \Vlradhan ;
it corresponds to the Ebuclan kl, whICh IS used III the same way.

to/. Singular, Dual, and (all else) Plural.
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:rh~ other Australian base-form of the first pronoun is ba, and
thIS, ill the forms of ma, me, mi, mo, is so common in all
languages that I need scarcely quote more than Sanskrit mad (the
base), ' I '; the Grreco-Latin emou, mou' mihi me' and the
En rh' 'Th' b b' h A' , ,~:s , ,~e. IS ?,se, ~,gn:es us t e wabakal simple nomi-
natiVe bag (for ba-a g), -ag beillO' one of the most common of
Au~tralianformat~ves. The.n, of the pmlsessive form, emmo-ug,
,;hICh I w/o~ld :wrIte emo-u~, I take t?e e to be merely enuncia
tIve, the -ug bemg a possessIve formatIOn' the mo that remains is
the same as in the Australian mo-to w'o-kok 'I' the Pa.puan

- 'I' Th A " , ,mou,. e wabakal ba-li, 'we two' (both beinO' present)
is ba + li, where the -li is probably a dual form. '" ,

The Awabakal accusative of the first pronoun is tia or as I
wo~ld .write it, tya. or ca; cf guca a~Id unc~. This tia' appears
agaill ill the voca~Ive ka-tlO-u, and IS, I thillk, only a phonetic
form o~ the ta whICh I have already examined.

.I thmk, also, that the Hebrew pronoun an-oki, 'I,' is connected
WIth our root ak, at, ta; for it seems to be pretty well assured
that the an- there is merely a demonstrative particle placed before
the real root-form -ok-i; for the Egyptian pronouns of the first
and second per:sons have it (-an, -ant, -ent) also. And this quite
corresponds WIth our A wabakal pronouns of the first and second
p~rsons, ga-toa a~d ~in-toa:; for,. in my :view, they both begin
WIt~ a demonstratIve ga, whICh eXIsts also ill Polynesian as a pro
thetIc nga, nge.* In Awabakal I see it in g'a-li 'this' g'a-Ia
'th t' l' h . . '. . ' , ,a, anc ill t e mterrogatIve gan, 'who' 1 for interroO'atives
co~e fr.om a demonstrative or indefinite base (if. the'" word
mlllyug on page 3 of the Appendix). Here aO'ain in the Awa
bak~l word gan, ~ W~?' 1. we are brought into c~mt~ctwith Aryan
eqUIvalents; for, If gan IS for ka-an, as seems likely, then it leads
us t? the Sanskri.t ~a-s, 'wh?' 1 Zend, cvaii t. = Latin q uan-tus 1
Latm, quod, UbI, &c., GothIC, h van = EnO'lIsh 'when' 1 Lithua-

. k' 'h" I'l '" ,nlan, a-s, wo. rISI, can,'whence'1 Kvmric pa 'who'1
Greek. pos, 'how '1 po-then, 'whence '1 • , ,

In the Australi~nl?lural forms geanni, .geen, we have again the
prefix demonstratIve g a, but now softened mto ge (if. the Maori pre
fix n.ge) ~ec~use of the short vowel that follows. The next syllable,
an, .I~ a lIqUId form of ad, ta, ' I,' and the ni may be a pluralising
addItIOn-the same as in the Papuan ni-m o. It should here be
remembered, however, that the Australian lanO'uaO'es seldom have
spe.cia~ forms for the plural; for ta may mean"'either' I ' or 'we';
to mdICate t~Ie plural number some pluralising word must be added
to ta; thus m Western Australia 'we' is gala-ta, literally' alI
I.' Some pronouns, however, seem to have absorbed these suffix

*In Maori, t~ nge is us~d as a prefix to the pronouns au and ona;
thus, nge·au IS eX;J.ctly eqUlmlent to the Australian ngatoa.

pluralising words, whatever they were, and thus to have acquired
plural terminations; ofthis our geanni is an instance; in western
Victoria, 'we' is expressed by ga-ta-en, that is, gata, 'I,' with
the suffix -en-the same as the -ni of geanni. 'fhe Awabakal
'we' is geen. Such plurals are very old, for they are found in
the Babylonian syllabaries; there the second pronoun is zu; its
plural is zu enan, that is, 'thou-they' = ye; there also, 'I' is mu;
with which compare ba, ma.

The Second P1·olwttn.-There are only two base-forms for the
second pronoun, bi or bu and gin. The latter is strengthened by
the addition of -da, which may also be -de, -di, -do, -du, and these
vocalic changes support my contention, that this syllable proceeds
from the demonstrative ta, for if the original. is da or ta, all the
others may proceed from that, but it is not likely that, conversely,
anyone of them would change into -cIa. The -toa in the Awa
blikal gin-toa is the same as in gat-toa, and the initial g is the
same as ga, ge. But what is the body of the word-the -in 1 I
can only say with certainty that it is the base-form of the second
pronoun, for I can give no further account of it. Possibly, it is
for bin with the b (v) abraded; for the other base-form, although
it now appears as bi, may have been originally bin-the same as
the accusative; and yet, in the accusative dual, we have gali-n
and bulu-n, and in the singular bon for bo-nn, where the n seems
to be a case-sign. If the -in of gintoa is for bin, then we get
back to bi as the only base-form of the SEcond Australian pronoun,
mld bi gives the forms wi-ye, we, i-mi-ba, win-in, q.v. The other
base-form of bi is bu, and this is attested in Australian by bllbla,
wuru, nuro, nuni, q.v.; the n'yurag in South Australia shows
how the initial n has come in, for that plural is equivalent to
gvurag, from bu; it also shows the origin of the Awabakal plural
nu-ra. The ora there is certainly a phtral form; for we have it
in ta-ra, 'those,' from the singular demonstrative ta, and in ba-ra,
'they,' from ba. In the genitive gear-Ullba, 'of us,' the oar may
be this -ra, but it may also be simply the -an of the nominative.
This same -1' a is a pluralising suffix in Melanesia. In many parts
of Melanesia, likewise, this m u-often when used as a verbal
suffix-is the pronoun' thou.'

I may here venture the conjecture, without adding any weight
to it, that, as the Sanskrit dva, 'two,' gives the Latin bis, bi, so,
on the same principle, the Sanskrit tva, 'thou,' may be the old
form to which our bi, bu is allied.

As to the prefiX ga, I know that, in New Britain, ngo is 'this,'
in ,Aneityum, na~, naico, i-naico is 'that.' This nga, also, as
a prefix, occurs in a considerable number of words in Samoan; for
instance, tasi is 'one,' and tusa is 'alike,' solo is 'swift'; an in
tensive meaning of each is expressed by ga-tasi, ga-tusa, ga-solo ;
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IX. THE FORMATION OF WORDS.

Anyone who examines the Vocabularies of the Awabakal and
the \Viradhari dialects will see hoW" readily the Australian
language can form derivative words from simple roots, and how
expressive those words may become. The language is specially

the numeral' ten' i~ ga-fulu which I take to mean 'the whole'
(sa. fingers). In Teutonic, it seems to have sometimes a collective
force, as in ge-birge, 'mountains,' and sometimes an intensive, as
in Gothic, ga-bigs, from Sanskrit bhaga, the'sun.' In Latin the
suffix a in sic is supposed to be the remains of a demonstrative.

Gatoa, then, is to me made up of ga+ad+do, the -do being
the same suffix particle of emphasis which is elsewhere in Australia
written -d u, and the -do is extended into -toa, also for emphasis,
~.s in the Wimdhari y'tma, yamoa, and other Australian words.
It is quite possible that this -do also is only the demonstrative ta
-so often used in composition in Awabakal-changed into -to,
-do, according to the rules on pages 10 and 11 of this volume.

From the lists of pronouns given above, it will be seen that
Fijian also prefixes a demonstrative ko, ko-i to its first and second
pronouns. This same particle, ko, 0 is also prefixed to nouns,
and especially to proper names. In Samoan; '0, that is, ko, is
placed before nouns and pronouns when they are used as the sub
ject of a proposition-this, also, for emphasis, to direct attention
to the ag~nt, like the agent-nominative caSA in A wabakal.

In the Ebudan and Papuan pronouns, a similar prothetic demon
strative is found; there it has the forms of na, ain, en, a, ka, ha,
ya, ye; in many of the Ebudan dialects,-the Aneityumese, for
instance-":"'the demonstrative in, ni, elsewhere na, is prefixed to
almost every word that is used as a noun. In other parts of
:Melanesia, the na is a suffix.

. Finally, I placed the Dravidian pronouns in my list in order to
compare them with the Australian. And the comparison is in
structive. ' They are, chiefly, nan, yan, for the first person, and
nin, ni for the second. Dr. Caldwell himself considers the
initial n in each case to be not radical, and the base forms to be
;1n and in. This is a close approximation to our Australian
bases; for we have the three forms, gad-du, nad-du, yad-du, in
which the n and the y proceed from the original nasal-guttural g,
and that g, as I have shown, is only a demonstrative prefix. The
d of nad and yad may easily pass into its liquid n, thereby
giving the Dravic1ian n;1n and y;1n; and the Australian forms
are older, for while d will give n, n, when established in a word,
will not revert to d. So also, the Dravidian nin will come from
the earliBr gin, which we find in the Australian ginda.

rich in verb-forms. As an illustration of this, let us take from thp.
Wiradhari dialect the root verb banga, of which the original
meaning is that of 'breaking,' 'dividing,' 'separating.' From
that root. are formed-bang-ana, 'to break' (intrans.), bang
,ara, 'to break' (trans.), banga-mara, 'to (make to) break,' and,
with various other adaptations of the root-meaning, banga-bira,
banga-dira, banga-nira, banga-naringa, banga-dara, banga
gafu bira, banga-dambira, banga-d urmanbira, bang-al-gara.
It is true that these varying formative::; resolve themselves into a
few simple elements, but they certainly convey different shades of
meaning; else, why should they exist in the language? Nor is
the root banga the only one on which such changes are made; for
the \Viradhari vocabulary contains numerous instances of similar
formations.

Then the modes of a verb are also usually abundant and precise.
In the Indicative mood, the Awabakal dialect has nine different
tenses, and the \Viradhari has one more, the future perfect. Our
Australian verb thus rivals and excels the Greek and the San
skrit, for it thus has four futures, and, for time past, it has three
forms, marking the past time as instant, proximate, and remote.
Corresponding to these tenses, there are nine participles, each of
which may be used as a finite verb. Besides an Imperative mood
and a Subjunctive mood, there are reflexive and reciprocal forms,
forms of negation, forms to express continuance, iteration, immi
nence, and contemporary circumstances. Now, as the Australian
language is agglutinative, not inflexional, the verb acquires all
these modifications by adding on to its root-form various independ
entparticles, which, if we could trace them to their source, would
Qe found to be nouns or verbs originally, and to contain the
various shades of meaning expressed by these modes of the verb.
The :Fijian yerb-in a lHelanesian region-is also rich in forms;
for it has verbs intransitive, transitive, passive, and, with prefixes,
intensive, causative, reciprocal, and reciprocal-causative. And
among the mountains of the Dekkan of India-also a black region
.-:-the verb, as used by the Tudas and Gonds, is much richer than
that of 'the Tamil, the most cultivated dialect of the same race.

And, in Australian, this copiousness of diction is not confined to
the' verbs; it shows itself also in the building up of other words.

,On page 102 of this volume, a sample is given of the manner in
which common nouns may be formed by the adding on of particles.
Mr. Hale, whom I have already named, gives other instances,
doubtless derived from his converse with Mr. Threlkeld at Lake
:Macquarie, and, although some of the words he quotes are used
for ideas quite unknown to a blackfeIlow in his native state, yet
they are a proof of the facility of expression which is inherent in
the language. I quote JYlr. Hale's examples;-
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If we follow the numbers on the columns, and remember that
the word in column No. 1 always denotes the person who does the
action of the verb, the meanings which these words bear-all
springing from the verbal root-form and meaning-may be shown
thus :-

F1"01n

BUn.-ki-lli -2. a boxer; 3. a cudgel; 4. a blow; 5. the smiting;
6. a pugilistic ring; 1'oot-mecming, 'smite.'

Gakuya-lli -2. a liar; 3. a pretence; 4. deceit; 5. the deceiving;
6. a gambling-house; 1·t.m., 'deceive.'

Goloma-lli -2. a saviour; 3. a safeguard; 4. protection; 5. the
protecting; 6. a fortress; rt.m., 'protect.'

Gu-ki-lli -2. an almoner; 3. a shop; 4. liberality; 5. the giving
of a thing; 6. a market; rt.m., 'give.'

Gura-Hi -2. a listener; ,3. an ear-trumpet; 4. attention; 5. the
act of hearing; 6. a news-room; 1·t.m., 'hear.'

Ko-ri-lli -2. a porter; 3. a yoke; 4. a carriage; 5. the carrying;
6. a wharf; rt.m., 'carry.'

:nran-ki~lli -2. a thief; 3. a trap; 4. a grasp; 5. the taking; 6. a
bank; 1't.m., 'take.'

Pirri-ki-Hi -2. a sluggard; 3. a couch; 4. rest; 5. the reclining;
6. a bedroom; rt.m., 'recline.'

Tiwa-lli -2. a searcher; 3. a drag; 4. search; 5. the seeking;
6. the woods; rt.m., 'seek.'

U maclli -2, an artisan; 3. a tool; 4. work; 5. the doing; 6. a
manufactory; rt.m., 'do.'

U pa-lli -2. a writer; 3. a pen; 4. performance; 5. the per-
forming; 6. a desk; rt.m., 'perform.'

U wa-lli -2. a wanderer; 3. a coach; 4. a journey; 5. the
walking; 6. a parade ground; 1't.rn., 'walk.'

Wiroba-lli -2. a disciple; 3. a portmanteau; 4. pursuit; 5. the act
of following; 6. the barracks; 1·t.m., 'follow.'

Wiya-lli -2. a commander; 3. a book; 4. speech; 5. the speak
mg; 6. a pulpit; 1't.m., 'speak.'

W tin-ki-lli -2. a magistrate; 3. a watch-house; 4. resignation;
5. the leaving; 6. the jail; 1't.m., 'leave.'

Yallawa-lli-2. an idler; 3. a seat; J. a session; 5. the act of
sitting; 6. a pew; rt,m., 'sit.'

As to the origin of these formatives, I think that kan equals
k +an, the -an being a personal suffix from the same source as
the demonstrative un-ni, 'this'; in vViradhari it IS -dain, that

d + ain, the -ain being the same as -an. We shall :find further
k, il, t,,1/ and other consonants are used m this language

to tack on the suffix. Similarly, in Fijian and SamQ.an,
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there is a great variety of consonants in use for. this purpose.. The
-kanne seems to be a softer form of -kannal 07' -kanlllal, the
-lllai beinCl' a common formative. The -ta of number 5 is a de-
monstrati;e which is used abundantly in the language as a
strengthening particle; and the -to is the agent-nominative fOl;m
(see pp. 10, 11) of -ta. The -geil of num?~r 6, or, as I wn~e
it -gel seems to me to be of the same ongm a~ the suffix -ka1
(;eepa~e18)' a corresponding ,vordin Dravidianis kal, 'aplace.'
The -y~ of l;umber .2 denotes ;t contin:le~ action, and may be the
same as the imperatn'e form -la, that IS -lya.

In the list Cl'iven above 'a marristrate' is called wunkiye be-
o ' ''' , . ilcause he ' commits' the culprit to jail, and' the watch-house 01: Ja

is therefore wunkilligel.The wirro biLllikan are the 'hght
horse' who act as an escort to the Governor of the colony, and the
place'where they are hous~d is therefore ~irro?a~ligeL In t~e
Gospel, the disci):l~<:>~_ql1g§.t ar~ called ~~.!l!_~an,.~n~ ~helr
following of Hllll for mstructlOn-thelr (l!sclpleshlp-l:> Wlrro
balli-kanne-ta. Bunkillikanne may be a 'musket,' beca,:se
it 'strikes' with a ball, or it may be a ' hammer,' a 'mallet,' whIch
gives 'blows.'

The reader has observed that all the verbals in the first co1ulllll
above contain the syllable -illi, and, as that table has g~ven us
examples of synthesis, it may be profita?le now to ~xamme t~e
formation of Australian words by employmg etymologiCal analysIs.
"With this view, I take up the Awabakal verb takilliko, ~ to. eat,'
and I take this word, because the idea expressed by It IS so
essential to a language, that it is imposs~ble t~at the wo~d should
be a loan-word. Now, the verb' to eat has, m Austrahan, many
forms, such as thalli, dalli: thaldinna, thilal.a, dira, chakol,
taka tala and, in Tasmama, tuggara, tughh, te-ganna. Of
all these, the simplest is taka, which. is used by the northern
portion of the Kuriggai t.ri~e (se~ map) m N. S. 'yales. On. com
paring taka and tala, It IS eVIdent that the sImple root l~ ta,
and all the others come from this j chakol, for mstance, IS ta
palatalized into ca, with -ka! adde:l; di-ra ~as th~ suffix -ra.added
on to the root ta, vocalized mto dl; and dull. gIves the umversal
Australian word for the' teeth,' just as the Sanskrit dan t, 'a tooth'
(if. Lat. dens), is a participial form of the verb ad, 'to e~t.'
The Tasmanian words, which I have here restored to somethmg
like a rational mode of spelling, are clearly the same as the Aus
tralian. Nor is the root ta confined to Australia; it is spread all
over the East as ta or ka. In Samoa (Polynesian), it is tau-te,
tau-mafa and' ai that is (k)ai; in Aneityum (Melanesian), it is, , ..
caig j in Efate, kani; in Duke of York Island, aIll, wa-gan; l?-
Motu (New Guinea), ania j in New Britain, an, yan. Th~ Dravr
dian is un, and the Sanskrit is ad and kh£d. Our Enghsh word
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eat, Gothic ita, Latin edo, are from the same toot. The Malay
is ma-kan, of which the ma is also pa, ba, and ,vith this corres
ponds the Melanesian (Efate) ba-mi, 'to eat.' Now, it seems to
me likely that in primitive speech there were, alongside of each"
other, three root-forms, ba, ad, and kad, of which ba and ~d

passed~othe 'Vest and produced the Greek pha-go, and e(s)tlllo,
the Latin edo, the English eat, while kad spread to the East
and is the source of all the other words; ba in a less degree accom
panied it, and gives bami (Efate), -ma-fa ~Sa~oa), and ~he Malay
ma-kan. This root ba seems also to eXIst III Austraha, for one
dialect has has a-balli, 'to eat.'

In"the Samoan tau-te (a chief's word), the tau is an intensive
and therefore, in this case, honorific, prefix, and the te is our root
ta; it thus corresponds with the Tasmanian te-ganna.

In various parts of British New Guinea, words for 'eat' are
bai, nai, mo-ana, kani-kani, an-an, ye-kai; and for' food,'
kai, kan, ani-ani, ai-ai, mala-m, ala, wa-la. All these come
from the roots La and ka, kan; with an-an (an for kan) com
pare the Dravidian un, 'to eat.'

Thus I dispose of the Awabakal root ta, 'to eat '; and, if the
analogies given above are well fou~ded, then I am sure that .our
Australian blacks have a share WIth the rest of the world III a
common heritage of language.

"When the ra.dical syllable, ta, is removed, the remainder of our
sample word is -killi-ko, and both of these are formative. On
comparing ta-killi-ko with other Awabakal Yerh~, such .as um
ulli-ko, wi-yelli-ko, um-olli-ko, and with the "VVlradhal'l verbs
and verbals da-alli, d-illi-ga, b-illi-ga, it is obvious that the
essential portion of the affix is -illi 01' -alli, the consonants before
it 'being merely euphonic. In the Dravidian languages, similar
consonants, v, y, 1n, n, d, t, g, are inserted to prevent hiatus, and
in Fiji and Samoa there is also a great variety of consonants used
to introduce suffixes. Then, as to the -illi"or -a lli, I :find exactly
the same formative in Gond-an uncultured dialect of the
Dravidian; there the infinitive of a verb has -ale or -He j and in

'Tamil, the verbal noun in -al, with the dative sign -ku added, is
used as an infinitive' in 0anarese the -al is an infinitive without

'the -ku. In all this we have a' close parallel to the Awabakal
infinitive in -a lli-k 0, ..illi-ko, for some of our dialects have the
da~ive in -01, -a1.* "Our formative, when attached to a verb-root,
makes it a verbal nOlm, as bun-killi, 'the act ofsmiting'; bence
the appropriateness of the suffix -ku, 'to,' a post-position.
".The -ko in ta-killi-ko is equivalent to the English 'to' with
verbs, except that it is used as a post-position in A wab.akal, where
it is the common dative sign. It also resembles, both m form and

*See page 49 of Appendix.
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use, the Latin supine in -tum. This Sanskrit -tum is the accusa
tive of the suffix -tu to express agency, and may thus correspond
with our Australian suffix -to, -cl u, which is used in a similar
manner. In the Diyeri dialect*, the infinitive ends in ill i, which
means 'to ';' in Aneityumese imi means 'to.' Now, in all the
Dravidian dialects, the sign of the dative case is ku, ki, ge;
in Hindi it is ko, in Bengali ke; other forms in India are
khe, -gh ai, -gai; with this -gai compare the 1Iinyung dative
in -gai*. In the K6ta dialect of the Dravidian, the dative sign
is ke, and the locative is -ol-ge;' the infinitive ends in -aIik,
probably a compound of ali and ke; the Aneityumeso infinitive
in -aliek is very like that. A close parallel to our Awabakal
infinitive in -k 0 is the Dravidian infinitive in -gu; as, kuru,
'short,' kuru-gu, 'to diminish.' In the Malay languages, tran
sitive verbs are formed by prefixes and affixes; of the latter, the
most common is kan, which may be the preposition ka, 'to.' -

In the Ebudan languages, ki is a genitive and a dative sign, and
in one of them, 1Ialekulan, bi, 'to,' makes an infinitive (if'. the
South Australian m i), and this same b i is used like the Latin ut,
'in order that'; with this compare the Awabakal koa (page 75,
et al.)-a lengthened form of -ko. In Fijian, some transitive verbs
take ki, 'to,' after them, but a common termination for the infini
tive is -ka, and the 'i (sometimes' 0) of many verbs in Samoan
may be the same termination.

Our infinitive denotes the' end' or 'purpose' for which any
thing is done; hence the dative sign; so also in Sanskrit, it would
be correct to use the dative in -ana of the verbal noun. In the
Wiradhari dialect, -ana is a very common termination for in
finitives; but I do not know that it has any relation to the
Sanskrit -ana.

I have taken this verb takilliko as an example of the form
ation of an infinitive in Awabalml; all other infinitives in that
dialect are formed in the same way; the variations -ulli-ko,
olli-ko, elli-ko proceed from -alIi, which Iwoulcl write -alIi, so as
to include the vowel changes all in one sign. In other dialects,
there are many other forms for the infinitive, but this one in -illi
is not confined to the Kuriggai tribe, but is found also in Victoria.

Another similar and very important verb in the Awabakal is
kakilliko, the verb' to be.' On the same principles, as shown
above, the -killiko here is terminational and the root is ka.
Here again the Dravidian dialects assist us to trace the word;
for the Tamil has il-gu, 'to become,' the Telugu has ka, the
Canarese agal, and the Gond ay-ale. Our Wiradhari dialect
says ginya (for gi-ga), 'to become.' It is possible that these forms
have a parallel, but independent, relation to the Sanskrit roots
gan and ga, 'to come into being,' Greek gigno-mai, gino-mai.

*See pp. 13 and 45 of ~-\ppendix.
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X. GRA:tiMATICAL FORMS AND SYSTAX.

The consideration of the grammatical forms and the syntax of
a language is a very important part of comparative grammar, and
is a more potent proof of identity of origin than mere words can
be; for, while words may be abundantly introduced from abroad,
as the history of our English language testifies, yet the essential
structure of allied languages is as little liable to change as the
cranial character of a race.· As none of the dialect~ spoken in
Australia has had the chance of becoming fixed by being reduced
to writing, the materials available for comparing them with
themselves u,nd with other languages are in a state of flux and
decay, and any effort to determine their grammar will be only
provisional at present, and subject to. enors arising from the
imperfect state of our information about them. Nevertheless,
allowance being made for this source of imperfection and error,
several· of their features may be regarded u,s well-determined;
and it will here be convenient to arrange these in numbered
paragraphs. .
. L The Australian languages are in the a~glutinative stage;;
the relations which words and iderrs bear to each other in a
aentence are shown by independent words, often monosyllables,
which do not lose their identity when attached to the word which
they thus qualify. FOl' example, 'he is the son of a good (native)
man,' in Awabakal, is noa yina,l mu,raritg ko ba klui ko
b a, where the monosyllab1es k 0 and b a express the relation of
yinal to kuri,and are otherwise in COlllmon use as distinct
words; they can be combined and fastened on to k uri so that
the whole may be pronounced as one word, kuriko ba, but they
do not thus become lost as case-endin~s, These particles ko-ba,
when thus uniteel, may be also treateel as an independent word,
even as a verb, for k 0 b a-to a l'a is a verbal form, meaning 'a
thing that is in possession, gotten, acquired.'

Similarly, the tenses of the verb are indicated byp articles added
on to the stem; as, bum-mara-bun-bill-ai-koa bag, 'that I
:m,aypermit the one to be struck by the other'; here bun is the
root-form, 'strike,' which may be almQst any part of speech; ma
;r.a. is an independent stem meaning 'make' (ma); bun is
&llother verb conveying the idea of 'permission'; it is not used
.lJ,s a separate word, but it appears to be only a derived form of
the verb ba, (ma), 'to make,' 'to let'; the rest of our sample
:word is bill-ai-koa; of these, koa is a lengthened form of the
preposition ko, 'to,' and is equivalent to the Latin conjunction
t;the -ai has a reciprocal force, and b-illi is the same forma
'vewhich we found in ta-killi-ko, q.v. Thus our sample-word
Broade np of three verbs, a formative (illi), which, perhaps, is
£~he nature of a demonstrative, a particle, and the infinitive

post.position, which, as to its origin, may have been a verb.
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2. Nevertheless, several dialects have forms which show the
n.gglutinative words on the way to become inflexional. In the
dialect o~ We~tern Au~tralia, 'the :vo~an's staff' is y ago-a k
wanna, III whICh the oak has lost Its Illdependence, and is as
much a case-ending as the «:, i, or is of the Latiu genitive. So also
in Awabakal; the -umba of kokara emollmba, 'my house'
may be regarded as inflexional; for, although the -ba can be d~
tached and used as a separate word, not so the -um. I believe
the -umb a to be a weathering for gu-m b a, the g u beinD' a
dialect form of the post-position ko, as in Wiradhari· yet the
-u cannot stand alone; the 1n belongs to the ba. '

3. As to the Oa~e~ of no~ns and pronouns, they are shown by
separable post-posltlOn~.WhIC~ are themselves nouns, adjectives,
or verbs. The post-positIOn b11'ung, for example, meaninO" 'away
from,' is an adjective in the Wiradhari dialect, and mea~s 'far
distant,' while birandi, another form from the same root, is the
post-position, 'from.' The other post-positions in the paradiQ1ll
on page Hi are all taken from the monosyllabltls ka and ko.
Of these, I take ko to be a root-verb, implying' motion to,' and
ka another, meaning' to be' in a certain state or place· but of
their origin I can give no account, unless ka be related. to the
Dravidian verb agu, already noticed, and ka be a modified form
of ~~. The~e t>:o roots, variously combined, become the post
p~sltlOns k ai, km-ko, ka-ko, kin-ba, ka-ba, ka-birung, kin
baung on page 16; by the influence of the final consonant of
the words to which they are joined, the initial k of these becomes
t, l, or 1'.

.A, s~milar ac~oun~ of the 'post-positions in the N arrinyeri, the
Dlyerl, and oth~r dlstaJ.lt dialects could, no doubt, be given, but
from the scantmess of our kr..owledge, that is at present im
possible.

4. As to the Gender of nouns, that is either implied in the
meaning of the word or to he guessed from the context. In
!i~ia~, a,word is add~d to mark the gende; ; for example, gone
IS child, and, from It, a gone tagane IS 'a boy,' but a gone
alewa is 'a girl.' The Samoans say uIl po'a aild ull fafine
to mean a 'male dog' and a 'female dog,' and the Ebudans
s?mething similar. Our Australians have no such devices, but
they have some words in which the gender is clearly distinguished
by an ending added on, or by a change of the vowel sound of the
finalsyllableoftheword. The most common feminine suffix is -gun·
as, mobi, 'a blind man,' mobi-gun, 'a blind woman'; yinal,,~
son,' yinal-kun, 'a daughter'; another suffix is -in; as, A waba
Iral, 'a man of Awaba,, Awaba-kal-in, 'a woman ofAwaba'. ma
Iroro-ban, makoro·bin, 'a fisher-man,' 'a fisher-woma~,'show a
change in the vowel sound. I think that, in proportion to the
extent of the language, instances of this kind-the expression of
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gender by change of termination-are quite as common III

Australian as they are in English. To this extent, therefore, the
Australian dialects are sex-denoting.

The -ban in makoro-ban seems to be a masculine suffix; in
the :Minyung dialect, y errubil is 'a song,' yerru bil-gin, 'a
singer,' and yerrubil-gin-gun isa 'songstress.' TheWiradhari
-dain in birbal-dain, 'a baker,' from birbara, 'to bake,' and
in many other words, is also a masculine termination.

5. As to Number of nouns and pronouns, the same word, and
the same form of it, does duty both as singular and plural; the
context shows which is meant; e,.q., kuri is' a (native) man,' but
kuriis also 'men'; if the speaker wishes to say, 'a mall came
borne,' that would be wakal kuri, 'one man '-the numernJ
being used just in the same way as our Saxon' an,' , ano '-but
'the men' would be bara kll1'i, 'they-man,' not kuri bara,
as the Aryan arrangement of the words would be. Hence the
-pron,ounngadd u, ngadl u may mean either 'I' or' we'; to mark

number some pluralising worn. must be added to nouns and
pronouns, such as in the gala-ta,' we,' of vYestern Australia,
where the gala is equivalent to 'they,' or -perhaps' al1.' In
'\Yiradhari, galang is added on to form plurals. Nevertheless,
there are, among the pronouns, terminations which appear to be

forms, as, n ge-an-ni, •we,' nu-I'll" 'you,' which I have
considered in the section on the Australian pronouns.

The of yago, 'a woman' (page 49 of Appendix), is
an example of a termination added on to form the plural uf a
nonn, and shows how 111uch akin our Australian language
is to the Dravidian and other branches of the Turanian family.
Yago takes -111 it n as a plural ending, and to that affixes the

,sigm; of case which are used for the singular number. As
a parallel, I cite the Turanian of Hungary; there, ur is' master,'
ur-am is 'my 'master,' ur-aim, 'my masters,' ur-am-nak,
'to my master,' ur-aim-nak, 'to my masters.' The Dravidian
has not, in general, post-fixed possessives, but our N arrinyeri
dialect has them, and they are quite common in the Papuan and
Ebudan languages. In Fijian, .the possessives, with nouns of
relationship or members of the body or parts of a thing, are
always post-fixed. And in Dravidian, when a noun denotes a
rational being, the pronominal termination is suffixed.

6. The :Minyung dialect (page 4, Appendix) makes a distinc
tion between life-nouns and non-Me nouns, and varies the end
ings of its adjectives accordingly. Something similar exists in

.Di:avidian; for it has special forms for epicene plurals and for
rational plurals and for neuter plurals; and, of course, in the
classic languages the a of the neuter "plural is distinctive. But
in Fijian, the :Minyung principle is carried out more fnny, for
possessives vary their radical form according as the nouns to
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which they are joined denote things to be held merely in possess
ion, or to be eaten, or to be drunk. In Samoan there is It some
,,,hat similar use of Iona andlana, 'his.'

'7. In the Awabakal dialect (see the Gospel jJassim), a main
ieature is the use of the demonstrative ta as a suffix; it is added
to nouns, adjectives, pronouus, and adverbs, and always has the
effect of strengthening the word to which it is joined; as, unni
ta kuri, 'this man,' wak£tl-b purre£lng, 'one day'; its plural
is ta-ra; another form, apparently a plnral, is tai, as in
mararitng-tai, 'the good'; tIle singular form tarai means
'some one,' 'another.' l' a is simply a demonstrative particle,
and may be related to the Sanskrit tad, 'this,' 'that.' Ta is
always a suffix, and I consider it the same word as the demon
f'trative -na, 'which is so common as a suffix to nouns in all
Melanesia, and sometimes in Polynesia. Some Ebudan dialects
use it as a prefix, na, ni, in. In Telugu, ni and na are attached
to certain classes of nouns before adding the case signs, as
da-ni-ki, 'to that.' This ta is probably the same as the Dra
vidian da of inda, 'this,' anda, 'that.'

S. In Awabakal, a noun or adjective, when. used as the sub
ject cf a proposition, takes ko (to, 10) as a suffix; so also in
Fijian and Samoan, ko, '0 as a prefix. In Awabakal, this ko must
be attached to all the words that are leading parts of the subject;
as, tarai-to bulun kinbirug-ko, 'some one from among them.'

In Awnbakal, there seems to be no definite arrangement of
words in a simple sentence except that required by expression
and emphasis; but an adjective precedes its noun and a pro
noun in the possessive may either follow its noun or go before
it. In Dravidian also, the adjective precedes its substantive;
but the possessive prououns are prefixed to the nouns.

These comparisons are general; those that now follow com
pare the Australian with the Dravidian.

9. In Gond and Tamil, the instrumental case-ending is -al.
With this compare the N arrinyeri ablative in -il, and the -itl
of Western Australia (pp. 29, 32, 49 of Appendix).

10. The Tuda dialect alone in the Dekkan has the sound of
f and the hard tit of the English 'thin'; in Australia the
N arrinyeri has the tit of ' thin,' but there is no f anywhere.

11. The Tamil inserts a euphonic m before b; this is also
exceedingly common in Australia. The Canarese dialect hardens
m uru, ' three,' into m undru. Some of the dialects of Australia
have a similar practice, and the :Fijians do the same. .

12. In Tamil, the conjunctive-ablative case has 6du, dialect
toda, 'together with,' supposed to come from the verb to-dar,
'to join on.' The corresponding Awabakal word is katoa for
kata (page IQ).

13. In Dravidian, the 2nd singular of the Imperative is tlle
crude form of the verb; so also in Australian.

14. In Titmil, the accusative tase is the same as the nomina
tive; so also with common nouns in Australian.

15. In Dl'avidian, there is no case ending for the vocative;
Rome sign of emphasis is used to call attention; in Tam~l, thi~ is
e. In Awabakal, ela is used for the same purpose, and III ,VIra
dhari ya. In Samoan e is used, but it usually comes after its
noun.

16. In Dravidian, there are compound case-signs. So alBo in
Australian (see pages 16, 17, and of Appendix, pages BO, 33, 58).

17. In Dravidian, comparison is expressed by using some ad
verb with the adjective; as, 'this indeed. is .good: for 'this is
very good.' There are no adjective tf'l'lnlllutIons there to sho,,
comparison, but SOiliE' Australi.an dialects seem to hav~ .them
(see pages -15 and Gl ofAppen~hx). Usuan,Y .the.Aus~rahan and
thA JUelanesian languages are lIke the DrundlU.n 1ll tlns matter.

18. In Turallian, the ma of the first pronoun often adds an
obscure nasal making it something like mall g. 'With this com
pare the Armbakal bang.

19. For the second pronoun, the Tamil has ay, 6y, er. ,Yit!l
these compare the Papuan second pronoun on page:xl. of tIllS
Introduction.

20. In the Dravidian pronoun nin, 'thou,' the initial n is
merely a nasalisation, for it disappears in the verbal forms. ,Vith
this compare my analysis of the Awabakal pronoun gintoa.

21. In Dravidian generally, the pluralising particles are add~d
on to thepronouns; but in Telugv these sifins are prefixed, as J:n
mi-ru. 'With this compare the Papuan lll-mo (page xl. ~f thIS
Introduction), and the Awabakal ba-ra, nu-ra, and the hke.

22. In almost all the Dravidian dialects, the first pronoun
plural has both au inclusive and an exclusive form. This i~ so
also in the JUelanesian langnages, especiany those of the:iS ew
Hebrides and Fiji.

23. The Canarese formative of adverbs is l, as in illi, alli,'e lli,
'here,' 'there,' 'where '; in Gond, ale, ile are the verb-endings.
In Awabalial these are the formatives of verballlouns, as I have
shown in au~ther section. Now, it is an easy thing in language
for a noun to be used adverbially, and hence the Canarese and
Gond formatives lllay reany be nouns. This would bring them
closer to the Awabakal.

24,. In the chief Dravidian dialects, the infinitive ends in -ku,
a post-preposition, 'to.' So also in Awa?akal, .as has been already
shown. I mav add here that the Zulu mfimtIl'e ends -ku.

25. The Dr~vidianverb may be compounded with a noun, but
never with a preposition. So also the Australian verb.
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26. The Dravidiau verb is agglutinative; particles are added
on to the stem in order to express mood, tense, causation,
negation, &c., no change being made on the stem. Tulu and
Gond-both uncultured dialects-nre exceptionally rich in
moods and tenses. All this applies to the Australian, the
Ebudan, and the Fijian verbs.

27. Iu Dra\'idian, there are no relative pronouns. So in
Australian; for 'this is the book which you gave me,' a native
would say' this is the book; you gave it me.'

28. In Canarese, IqJd u, 'to give,' is used as a permissive. In
Awabakal, bun is the permissive, aud appears to be formed
from ba, a root-form meaning 'to make.' In English, the
conditional conjunction 'if' is for' gif,' 'give.'

29. The Dravidian verb has no passive, nor has the Australian.
For 'it was broken,' our natives would slty , broken by me (you,
&c.) '; a Dravida would say, 'it became broken through me.'

30. In Dravidiau there are two futures-Cl) a conditional
future, aud (2) a sort of indeterminate aorist future. For the
latter, the Malayalam adds -Ulll to the verbal noun which is the
base of the future. In Awabakal there are three futures; the
third is an aorist future and adds -n unto the verbal stem in
-illi (see pages 25,28 adfinem). This -nun is probably equi
yalent to a formatiYe -u n with n interposed between the yowels
to preyent hiatus. In Tamil also n (for d) is similarly inserted
in Yerbs; as, padi(n)an, 'I sang.'

XI. TUE ORIGIN OF TIlE AUSTRALIAN RACE.

From these analogies and from the general scope of my argu
ment in this Introduction, the reader perceives that I wish to
prove a kinship between the Dravidian race and the Australian.
This opinion I expressed in print more than ten years ago when
it was not so generally held as it is now. Some of the very
highest authorities have formed the same opinion from evi
dence other than that of language. But a theory and arguments
thereon must be shown to be antecedently possible or even pro
bable before it can be accepted; and to furnish such a basis of
acceptance, one must go to the domain of history. This I now do.

In my opinion the ultimate home of origin of the negroid
population of Australia is Babylonia. There, as history tells
us, mankind first began to congregate in great numbers, and
among them the Hamites, the progenitors of the negro races.
It seems to have been those Hamites who were the first to try
to break down the love-law of universal brotherhood and equality;
for Nimrod was of their race, and wished to establish dominion
over his fellows, and to raise an everlasting memorial of his
power, like those which his kindred afterwards reared in Egypt.
This att3mpt was frustrated by the 'Confusion of tongues,' at

Babel; and here begins, as I think, the first movement of t?e
negro race towards India and consequently towards ~ustraha.
Here comes in also the' Toldoth Bene N oah' of GenesIs x.

Accordingly, the position of the Ha~it~ or black :aces at the
opening of history is, in Genesis x. 6, llldlc~ted ethmc.ally by the
names Kush and Mizraim and Phut and Callaan, wluch geog-ra
phically are the countries we call Ethiopia and Egypt and K ubia
and Palestine. The Kushites, however, were not confined to
Africa, but were spread in force along the whole northern shores
of the Arabian sea; they were specially numerous on the lower
courses of the Euphrates and Tigris, their origil'al seats~ and
there formed the first (rerlll whence came the great empire of
Babylonia. The Akkadi~nswere Turanian in speech, and, it.~ay
be, black in 'colour.' In this sense, the later Greek triLdIt~on
(Odyssey 1-23-24) speaks of both an eastern ~nd ~ western ~latlon

of Ethiopians. And Herodotus tt'lls us C\ Il-I 0) .th::t m the
army of Xerxes, when he invaded 0-reece, "the .~tIllopJans from
the sun-rise (for two kinds served 111 the expeditIOn) were mar
shalled with the IndiaIis and. did lIot at all differ from the others
in appearance, but only in the~r lang~age and their hai~. .For
the eastern Ethopians are strmght-halred, but those of Libya
have hair more curly than that of any other people."

It is clear, therefore, that tIle black races, many centuries
before the Trojan war, had spread themselves from the ban~s of
the Indus on the east ri(rht across to the shores of the Mediter
ranean, while towards tl~e south-west they occupied the whole of
Egypt and the Abyssinian highlands. Thus they.hel~ two nob!e
coigns of vantage, likely to give the~ a commandmg II1fluenc:. 111

the making of the history of mankmd-the valley cf the lhle,
which, through all these ages to. the present hour, has ne,,:er
lost its importance-and the luxurl~nt flat lands of Mesopo.tamla.
A miO"htv destiny ~eemed to aWaIt them, and already It had
begu:to ·show itself; for the Kushites not o~ly made the ea~liest
advances towards civilisation, but under NImrod, 'that mighty
hunter' smitten with the love of dominion, they threatened at
one ti~e to establish a universal empire with Ba"bel as its chief
seat. And not without reason; for the Kushite tribes were
stalwart in stature and physique, in dispos~tion vigor?us and en
ergetic, eager for war and conquest, nnd WIth a capacity aJ.ld lust
for great things both in peace and ,,,-ar. But a tune of disaster
came which carried them into the remotest parts of the earth
into Central Africa, into the mountains of Southern India,
whence, after a while, another impnlse sent them onwards. to
wards our own island-continent; hither they came, as I thmk,
many centuries before the Christia.n e~"a, pre~sed ?n and .on from
their original seats by the waves of,. tr~bal migration wlu?h were
so coml1l011 in those early days. Slllular was the experience of
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the Kelts, a very ancient tribe; soon after their first arrival in
Europe, we find them occupying Thrace and the countries about
the mouth of the Danube; but fresh immigration from the Cau
casns plateau pushed them up the Danube, then into BelO"ium
and .France, thence into Britain, and last of aU the iny~dinO'
Saxons drove them "'estwards into Ireland, and into the moun:
tains of ,Vales and Scotland. So the successive steps of the
Kushite displacement, in my opinion, "ere these :-first into the
valley of the Ganges, where they were the original inhabitants,
then into the Dekkan and into Further India, then into Cevlon
the Andaman Islands, and the Sunda Islands, and thence"int~
Australia. These stages I will examine presently more in detail.

But, meanwhile, let us look at the old Babylonian kilwdom.
Its ethnic basis was Kushite ; its ruling dynasty continuea"to be
Kushite probably down to the time of the birth of Abraham,
about 2000 RC. But before that date, the Bubylonian population
had been materially changed.. Nimrod had conquered Ereth and
Accad and CaIneh in the land of Shinar; an Aklmdian or Turanian
e!~ment was thus incorporated with his empire; he had built
J'hneveh and Rehoboth and Calah and Resen (Genesis x. 11) ; a
Shemite element was thus or in some other wav superadded' other
Turanians and Shemites and J aphetian Ary~ns too, perh~ps at
tracted by the easy luxuriance of lif~ on these fertile plains, had
all assembled in Ohaldrea and Babylonia. In consequence, we
find that, about twenty centuries D.C., the Kushite kingdom had
become a mixed conglomerate of four essentially different races
Uamite, Turanian, Shemite, and Japhetian-which on the in
scriptions are called IGpmt-ai'bat, 'the four quarters.' Then, as
the Babylonian worship of l\fulitta demanded free intercourse as
a religious duty, a strange mixture of physical types must have
been developed among the children of these races, the Ethiopian,
I:3cythic, Shemitic, and Iranian all blendinO'--a rare study to the
eye of a physiolugist, who would have seen ~omctill1es the 'one type
sometimes the other predominating in the child. This ChaldR'an
monarchy-the first of the five great monarchies of ancient
history-was overthrown by an irruption of Arab (Shemitic)
tribes about the year 1500 B.G. And now, as I think, another
wave of population began to move towards our shores; for these
Arabs were pure monotheists, and in their religious zeal must
have dashed to pieces the polytheistic and sensual fabric which
the Babylonian conquests had extended fro111 the confines of
India westwards to the Mediterranean (of Chedorlaomer's expedi
tion, Genesis xiv. 9). Those portions of the Chald:po-Babylonian
people that were unable to escape from the dominion of the Arabs
we:e absorbeel in the new empire, just as many of the Keltic
Bntons were in the sixth and seventh centuries merged in the
newly-furmed Saxon kingdoms. But the rupture of the Babylo-

nian State and the proscription of its worship must have been so
complete as to drive forth from their native seats thousands of
the people of the four tongues and force them westwards into
Africa, or eastwards through the mountain passes into the table
land of Punjab, and thence into the Gangetic Plain. Here, I
imagine, were already located the pure Hamites of the Dispersion;
but finding these to be guilty of a skin not exactly coloured like
their own, and not understanding- their language, these latter
Kushites of mixed extraction regarded them as enemies and drove
them before them into the mountains of the Dekkan, where, to this
hour, the Dravidians and Kolarians He black-skinned and sava.~~e

races. Ere long, these BabyIonian Kushites were themselyes dis
placed and ejected from the Gauges valley by a bir-skinned race,
the Aryans, another and the last ethnic stream of invaders fi'om
the north-west. These Aryans, in religion and habits irrecon
cil&bly opposed tCJ the earlier races of India, waged on them a
relentless war. Hemmed up in the triangle of southern India, the
earlier Hamites could escu,pe only by sea; the Babylonian
Kushites, on the other hand, could not seek safety in the moun
tains of the Dekkau, as these were already occupied; they mmt
therefore have been pushed down the Ganges into Further India
and the Malayan peninsula; thence they passed at a later time
into Borneo, and the Sunda Islu,nds, and Papuu" and afterwards
across the sea of Timor into Australia, or eastwards into Mela
nesia, driven onwards now by the Turanian tribes, which had
come down from Central Asia into China and the Peninsula and
islands of the East Indies.

1Hany arguments could be uelmnced in favour of this view of
the origin of the Australian race, but the ciiscussion would be a
lengthy one, a~ld this is scarce\y the place ~or .it. I. may, how
ever, be permItted to a<;ld he1'e a slluple lllCldent Jll my own
experience. ~~ few months ago, I was staying for a while with a
friend in the bush, far from the main roads of the colony and
from towns ane1 villages. One clay, when out of doors and alone,
I saw a black man approaching; his curly hair, his features, his
colour, and his general physique, all said that he was an Austra
lian, but his gait did not correspond. I was on the point of
addressing him as he drew near, but he anticipated me and spoke
first; the tones of his \'oice showed me that I was mistaken. I
at once suspected him to be a Kalinga from the Presidency of
l\;fadras. And he was a Kalinga. 'Ihis incident tells its own
tale. In short, it appears to me that the Dravidians and some
tribes among the Himalayas are the representatives of the ancient
Dasyus, who resisted the Aryan invasion of India, and whom the
Puranas describe as akin to beasts. The existence, also, of
cyclopeall remains in Ponape of the Curoline Islanrls, and else
where onward through the Pacific Ocean, eren as far as Easter
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I~land in the extreme east-all these acknowledged by Polyne
slans to be the work of a previous race, which tradition, ill various
parts, declares to ha\"e been black-points out one of the routes
by which the black race spread itself abroad into the eastern
isles; while the presence of N egrillo tribes in detached portions
nearer to India-like islands left uncovered by the floods of
stronger races pouring in-the Minc:opies in the Andaman
Islands, the Sp,mangs in the l\Ialay Peninsula, and the Aetas in
the interior of Borneo, with the wild remnants of a black race
in the heart of many of the larger islands of the Malay Archi
pe!ago-all this .seems to me to show that the primitive Dasyus,
drIven from IndIa, passed into Further India' and thence-beiner

still impelled by race movements-into our own continent and
into the islands to the north and east of it. But this question
must be left for separate investigation.

Thus, in my view, our island first received its native population
in two different streams, the one from the north, and the othe;
from the north-west. JYlany known facts favour this view ;-

(1.) Ethnologists recognise two pre-Arvan races in India. The
e~rlier had not a~tainedto the use of metal~ and used only polished
flmt axes and Implements of stone; the later had no written
records, and made grave mounds over their dead. The Vedas
call them' noseless,' , gross feeders on flesh,' 'raw eaters,' 'not
sacrificing,' 'without gods," without rites'; they adorned the
bodies of the dead with gifts and raiment and o~naments. All
this suits oul' aboriginals; they are noseless, for they have very
flat and depressed noses, as contrasted with the straight and
prominent noses of the Vedic Aryans; they have no gods and no
religious rites such as the Vedas demand.

(2.) The Kolarian and Dravidian lano-uages have inclusive and
exclusive forms for the plural of the fir~t person. So also have
many of the languages of JYlelanesia and Polynesia.

(3.) The native boomerang of Australia is used on the south
eas~ of India, and can be traced to Egypt-both of them Hamite
reglOns.

(4.) In the Kamalarai dialect, the four class-names form their
femin,ines in -tlta; as, Kubbi (masc.) , Kubbi-tha (fem.); and
that IS a Shemitic formative. So also in the Hamitic Babylo
nian, Mul (1nasc.) gives JYIuli-tta (fem.) , and Enu (masc.) , Enu-ta
(fem.). Although this formative is not common in the Austra
lian languages, yet its unmistakable presence in Kamalarai may
mean that our native population has in it the same mixed elements
as existed in the old Babylonian empire. To the same effect is
the fact that some tribes practise circumcision, while contio-uous
tribes do not; in many places the natives, in considerable°num_
bel'S, ~ave distinctly Shemite features; some have as regular
CaucasIan features as any of us; others, again, are purely nflgroid.

;'

(5.) In Chaldwa, the dead were not iuterred; they. were .laid
ou mats in a brick vault or on a platform of sun-drIed brIcks,
aud over this a huge earthenware dish-cover, or in a long earthen
jar in two pieces fitting into each other. Our blackfellows also,
even when they do inter, are careful not to let the body touch
the earth; in some places, they erect stages for the dead-the
Parsee "towers of silence"; elsewhere, they place the dead body
in a hollow tree; in South Australia, the corpse is desiccated by
fire amI smoke, then carried about for a while, and fillaBy exposed
on a stage. All this corresponds with the Persian religious belief
in the sacredness of the earth, which must not be contaminated
by so foul a thing as a putrifying human body. And it shows
also how diverse a,re our tribal customs in important matters.

(6.) The Dravidian tribes, though homogeneous, have twelve
varvino- dialects. The Australian dialects are a parallel to that.

(7.) "'There is nothing impr(jbable in the supposition that tl:e
first iullabitaots of Australia came from the north-west, that IS,
from Hindostan or from Further India. For the native tradi
tions of the Polynesians all point to the west or north-west as
the quarter from which their ancestors first came. So also the
Indias are to the north-west of our island.

(8.) I now quote Dr. Caldwell; in diverse places, he says:
"The Puranas speak of the Nishadas as 'beings of the com

plexion of a charred stick, with flattened features, and of dwarfish
tature'; 'as black as a crow'; 'having projecting chin, broad ands
flat nose, red eyes, ,and tawny hair, wide mouth, large ears, and
a protuberant belly.' These Nishadas are the Kolarian tribes, such
as the Kols and the Santals. But the Dravidians of the South
have always been called Kalingas and Pandyas, not Nishadas."

" The Tudas of the Dekkan are a fiue, manly, athletic race, with
European features, Roman noses, hazel eyes, and great physical
strength; they have wavy or curly hair, while the people of the
plains are straight haired, have black eyes, and. aquili~le noses.
The skin of the Tudas, although they are mountallleers, IS darker
than that of the natives of the Malabar coast. The physical type
of the Gonds is Mongolian, that of the other Dravidians is Aryan."

" In Shamanism, there is n0 regular priesthood. The father of
the family is the priest and magician; but the office can be taken
by anyone who pleases, and laid aside; so also in Southern !ndia.
The Shamanites ,acknowledge a Supreme God, but offer hIm no
worship, for he is too good to do them harm. So also the
Dravidian demonolators. Neither the Shamanites nor the Dra
vidians believe in metempsychosis. The Shamanitp,s worship
only cruel demons, with bloody sacrifices and wild dances. The
Tudas exclude women from worship, even from the temples;
they perform their rites in the deep gloom of groves. They havj3
a supreme god, Usttru Swami; his manifestation is 'light,' not
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'fire.' They have no circumcision. They have no forms of prayer.
They believe in witchcraft and the work of demons. After the
death of the body, the soul still likes and requires food."

"Dr. Logan thought that the Dravidians have a strong 11elane
sian or Indo-Afric element, and says that a negro race overspread
India before both the Scythians and the Aryans. De Quatrefages
agrees with him, and says that, long before the historical period,
India was inhabited by a black race resembling the Australians,
and also, before history began, a yellow race came from the north
east. Of,the Tmllilians Dr. Logan says :-' Some are exceedingly
Iranian, more are Semitico-Iranian; some are Semitic, others
Australian; some remind us of Egyptians, while others again
have 1Ialayo-Polynesian and even Semang and Papuan features.'
Professor .lHax Muller found in the Gonds and other non-Aryan
Dravidians traces of a race closely resembling the ncgro. Sir
George Campbell thinks that the race in occupation of India
before the Aryans was N egrito. Even in the seventh century of
our era, a Brahman grammarian calls the Tamil and Telugu
people .lHlechchas, that is, aboriginals. Dr. .lHuir thinks that the
Aryan wave of conquest must have been broken on the Vindhya
mountains, the northern barrier of the Dekkan."

COXCLUSIOX.

In this discussion, I have endeavoured to show the origin of
our Australian numerals, the composition and derivation of the
chief personal pronouns, and of tt number of typical words for
common things, and of these many more could be cited and ex
amined in the same way. I have shown, so far as I can, that
these pronouns, and numerals, and test-words, and, incidentally,
one of the postpositions, are connected with root-words, which
lllust be as old as the origin of the language; for such ideas as
'before,' 'begin,' 'first,' 'another,' 'follow,' 'change,' 'many,'
seem to be essential to the existence of any language. I think I
may safely say the same thing about the root-words for' water,'
, dumb,' and' eye.' It thus appears, from the present investigation,
that our Australians have a common heritage, along with the rest
of the world, in these root-words; for, if these blacks are a separate
creation and so have no kindred elsewhere, or were never in con
tact with the other races of mankind, I cannot conceive how they
have come to possess primitive words so like those in use over a
very wide area of the globe. I therefore argue that they are an
integral portion of the human race. If so, what is theil' origin ~

On this point, our present discussion mtty have thrown some light.

hiv I::>TRODUCTIOX.
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